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PORTLAND, CREGON - THURSDAY, MARCH ), 1983; 4o2~. 

MR. HUEGII: Your Honor, at this time we would call 

Mr. Bill Davis. 

W. C. DAVIS, JR. , 

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant herein, having 

8 been sworn, testified as follows: 

10 THE CLERF.: Please state ycur name and spell your last 

II for the record. 

12 THB WITNESS: N. C. Davis, Jr,, D-a.-v-i-s. 

13 

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

15 BY MR. HUEGLI: 

16 0- Mr_ navis. ~ 

17 A. 61. 

18 Q. And where were you born? 

19 A. In Coalport, Pennsylvania. 

20 Q. When you graduated from high school, did you go on 

21 to School or college, or did you go to war.I<, or what did you Uo? 

22 Yes 1 I went to college, Saint Bonaventure, in 

23 New York State. 

24 Q. Whitt ·did you Study? 

25 A. I majored in physics and mathematics, graduatE!d in 

n 

1941, Magna Cum Laude, Bachelor of Mathematics and Physics. 

Q. Mr. Davis, whii.t did you do when you graduated from 

Saint Bonaventure, please? 

A. Enlisted in the Army. 

Q. You went into the Army? 

A Yes, short.ly after I graduat.ed -- I lJLdtlUdLeU in 

'41 and entE!red the Army in 1942. 

Q. How long were you in the Army? 

A As a member of the A.rmy, uniformed person in the 

10 Army, for four-and-a-half years. 

!! What did you do while you were in the Army? 

12 A I enlisted originally and served as an enlisted 

13 man in the Ordnancl"'! Corps for a short time: I was then 

14 conunissionE!d in thE! Field Artillery, served as Field Artillery 

15 Officer for a few years: and during the end of my duty, I 

16 served Ord:lance Officer. 

17 Q. What is ordnance? 

18 A Well, ordnance is that part of the technical 

19 E!StablishmE!nt of the Army that deals with their weapons and 

20 vehicles and so forth. 

21 Q. Whe:'.I. you left the Army as a regular soldier, wearing 

22 a uni form, where did you then go, please? 

23 A. My last assignment in the Army was at Aberdeen 

24 Proving Ground, and I stayed on at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 

25 which is an ordnance. prnvi ng groun<'I nnc'IP.r tht> c.ontrol of the 
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Army, a civ:i.lian engineer in the FedeLal Service. 

o. Okay. wh.,. .. did you do :i.t: ]\h .. rnPPn Prnvi ng Ground 

as an engineer; what type of things did you work on? 

A. My first assignment was as a Test r;ngineer in the 

Smal 1 Jl.rms Branch of the Research and Development Center· 

It was testing guns and ammunition that were e.ithfir 

in use or planned to be in use, or submitted for potential use 

by the Army. 

Q. Did that tesling involve types of powders, speed 

10 , of bullets, all of thnt sort of thing? 

II A. Yes, sir, that's right. Weapon evaluation of 

12 weapons, ammunition systems, and weapons separately, and ammuni-

13 tion separately. 

14 Q. okay. And how long did.you stay there, please? 

15 A. On that occasion, for one year. 

16 Q. And then where did you go? 

17 A. I went back to do some graduate study in 1974. 

18 Let's Eee, yes 1 1974, I went back to do graduate study, back 

19 at Saint Bonaventure University part-time basis. 

20 Q. \'fhat did you study? 

21 More courses in mathematics and phys.ics on a part-

22 time basis, and my employment at that time, I was invited to 

23 join the faculty of Saint Bonaventure, and I did that, and 

24 taught there for three-and-a-half years. 

25 Q. What did you teach at Saint Bonaventure University, 

D 

pJease? 

A. Mechanics, general physics, differential inter-

value calculus, math analysis -- courses in those areas. 

Thermodynamics. 

What is Thermodynamics? 

A. It• s the phenomena of physics related to heat,. 

For instance, the study of engines that burn gasolines, that 

burn steam, governed by that brarich of science called thermo-

dynamics. 

ID After you left Saint Bonaventure. Mr. Davis, where 

11 did you then go? 

12 A. Back to Aberdeen Proving Ground, beginning after the 

13 escalation of the Korean Conflict. 

14 What did you do at 1\berdeen Proving Ground in 

15 relatior. to the tests of firearms and ammunition? 

16 A. Continuation of the same sort of activity I had 

17 been engaged in before I went back there in the same branch, 

18 when I went back there in 19 January of 1951, I believe it was. 

19 I went back as Chief of the Hand Arms, Shoulder Weapons, and 

20 Ballistics Section of the Small Arms Branch. 

21 And what did you then do, please? 

22 A. I stayed at Aberdeen on that same lour until 19 59, 

23 and during the course of those years, I hu<l udditional respon-

24 sibili t~·, I was fir!;t a Section Chief: then Chief of the 

25 branch in which that section was located, the Small Arflls Branch; 

and finally, th.e Infantry and Airc1aft Weapon Division. 

c Chief F.nqinccr of Lhc InCr..iiLr} a,•d Aircr;>.[t Division wh<>n T 

left that assignment in 105'). 

o. Where did you then go in 1959, :>lease? 

r went to Frankfurt Arsenal in Ph:.l.adelphiu, 

Pennsylvania. Also on Army duty. 

Doin("f. the same type of tests, firearms, ammunition? 

A. Yes, although not exactly the same thing. 

The principal reason for my going there was to set 

10 up a staff organized North American Test Ce:i.ter for NATO. 

11 Q. What did you th~n do for NATO, and let's move on 

12 to your work for NATO; what did you do for the North 7\t.lantic 

13 Treaty Organi2ation, and where did you work? 

14 A. I served as First Superintendent of the North 

15 American Regional Test Center, which was established at Frank-

16 furt Arsenal at that time. 

17 The function of tn.at was to carry out tests on 

18 weapons and arumuni tion, small caliber weapons and arnmuni tion 

19 from various NATO countries to assure their compatibility 

20 between the weapons and ammunition, and ammunition was inter-

21 changeable between force:'.> that might be en'3agcd iri the 

22 

23 Q. So the jury won't misunderstand, these rifles would 

24 be considered small caliber in the military parlance? 

25 A. Anything that shoots a bul1et less than thirty 

millimeters in diameter and thirty millimeters would bP a little 

over an .inch; artillery are cannon, and small arms are guns 

that are less than cannon. 

Q. Okay. Did you work both on the North American 

continent and on the European continent on that job? 

A. Yes, I did. 

After you left to --

Did you at any time leave NATO and go to work any-

where else? 

10 A. Yes. I terminated my assignment on the NATO activity 

11 in 1964 and went to work at Colt "Firearms in Hartford, Connec-

12 ticut. 

13 What did you do w'.;ile you were employed by Colt 

14 Firearms, Mr. Davis? 

15 A. Primarily, I went there as a Project Engineer, and 

16 then later as Engineering Manager for Military Products· 

17 I was there one year, primarily working on problems associated 

18 with the Ml6 rifle, which was then deployed in Southeast Asia. 

19 Q. Was that manufactured by Colt? 

20 A. Yes, it was. 

21 And you worked on the Engineering Staff of how that 

22 gun worked; is that it, in one way or another? 

23 A. Yes, that 1 s it. Product improvement of that gun, 

24 based on specifications and improved its reliability, and so 

25 forth. 
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Q. Where did you then go after you left Colt? 

A. L0t., s I went next tn ~he Office of the Army 

Project Manager for Rifles, as Chief on the Technical Management 

Division in ::hat office. 

{)_ How long were you there? 

6 '· Let':; see. That was in Rock Island, headquar.ters 

Hock IR J and at that time. I was there for "':.hrec years, 

8 a little more than three years: went there in 1 66, as I recall, 

and served there until '69, sometime in '69, and that office 

IO was phased out. 

11 

12 

What did you then do, Mr. Davis? 

ca:ne back for another tour at Frankfurt Arsenal, 

13 where had previously been. I came back as C:iief of the 

14 Small Caliber Engineering Division at Frankfl1rt Arsenal. 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

Then where did you go? 

I served in that capacity until 1972, and at that 

17 time I retired from Federal service, took an early retirement 

18 and entered private practice as a consulting Engineer with 

19 -- Registered and admitted to practice in Pennsylvania, and 

20 enle.Lt!U. privaLe f:JLdCLict! as a Consulting Engineer ·in the 

21 State of Pennsylvania. 

22 

23 

6 

Have you done that since that time? 

Yes. 

0. Ha vs you worked as a Consul ting Engineer not related 

•suits and trials, but related to firearms manufacturers 

n 

seeking from you product improvement? 

A. Yes, I have. 

Q. What manufucturers have sought your advice in 

product improvement, and things of that nature that had nothing 

to do with a lawsuit? 

IL We11, l.et' s Product improvement, I would say --

Q. Or testing. either one. 

A. Lumped together, engineering functions such as 

9 concept formulat~on, product improvement, product developmEmt, 

10 

11 

12 

research development, and testing, and so forth --

Yes. 

Let's see, I guess about, I can think of three 

13 commercial mar.ufacturers. 

14 

15 

16 

Q. 

IL 

() 

Who are they? 

Winchester, Smith and Wesson, and Colt. 

Oka}'· Have you published any technical articles 

17 or reports regarding firearms testing, ballistics, things of 

18 that nature? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Yes. 

Q. Approximately how many have you published and where 

have they been published? 

A. I published, I should say, dbout fiEty technical 

reports that are not in the open literature, Eor technical 

agencies of the Army, or for the NATO International Secretariat 

that <J.re published in the -- essentially they exist in the files 

but not distributed to the general public. 

Q. I understand. Have you published any books regarding 

either firearms or ammunition which are available on the market-

place, to the general public? 

A. Yes, I have. 

Q. What books? 

A. Well, let 1 s see. I contributed to the Fifteenth 

Edition of the Britannica, published in 1974, I wrote the sectio 

on ammunition for that, the title of which is Hand Loading for 

10 the National Rifle Association. Those are the only two t:ooks. 

11 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

How big is the book that you wrote on hand loaCing? 

350 pages, or thereabouts. 

Okay. And are you an associate editor of any 

14 magazines? 

15 A. Contributing eCitor to the American Rifleman 

16 mo.g<J.z;inc. 

17 () Do you have any contact or relationship to the 

18 National Rifle Association at their request? 

19 Yes, I served c.s contributing editor for them and 

20 consulted for them on technical and engineer questions for 

21 which they do not have facilities to address, and permanent 

22 staff. 

23 Q. Did you publish any article at the request of the 

24 National Rifle AssociatiOn? 

25 A. Yes, I do. 

Hciv~ you testified previously in courtroom pro-

ceedings? 

A. Yes, I have. 

Q. And depositions regdrding litigation? 

A. Yes, I have. 

Q. Have you ever testified at any cases where you have 

been on the other side, if you will, of Remington, where you 

·and Remington --

A. 

10 been 

Well, yes, at least, I don't know whether I ha,ie 

I have been -- I have testified for other companies 

in litigation with Remington, where the companies for whom 

10 

11 

12 I testified and Remington had interests that did not necessarily 

13 coincide. 

14 

15 

16 

Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Dav is. 

Mr. Davis, at ruy request, in October of 1982, was 

the r-ifle that is involved in this lawsuit today delivered to 

17 you to be examined and tested in relationship to the complaints 

18 that have been made in this lawsuit today? 

19 A. Well, it was not delivered to me, in the sense that 

?n ;it: my facility, but: it: was made available to me at the Remington 

facility at Ilion, New York. 

(l When you arrived there, they gave the gun to you 

and you tested it on site? 

A. Yes, that is substantially the way it occurred. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 And ~xhibit No. 2 that we have been discussing to<lc1.y, 
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T.' d like to show it to you, and would you ta . .;e c1 look at Lha.t 

and tell ne if that is the s<'.l.:nc rifle th;it: you Lested t:here 

in Ilion, New York? 

·'· Yes, sir, it is. 

Q. At the plant there in Ilion, would you please tell 

the jury what yrn1 did when you tested this rifle. In other 

words, can you go through the test procedures tlwt you accom-

8 plished. 

I have a copy of your report here, and does 

10 Mr. Chamberlain. If you would like to su'.'(lfllarize it. 

11 A. I should make note on that report tt'at I sent it 

12 to you 23 of January, 1 83, on the testjng, which I was con-

13 ducting 21 to 22 October of 1 82. There is an error on that 

14 report in the second line where it says the cal1be?:" of the gun 

15 is 243 Winchester. My penciled note which I have here indicates 

16 that it's a 6 mm. Remington and it is in fact a 6 mm. Reming-

17 ton, not a 243 Winchester. 

18 The serial number is correct and the identification 

19 of the rifle is correct, model number is correct, and manu-

20 facturer is correct, but I made a mistake in transcr1b1ng the 

21 caliber. 

22 Q. Okay. 

23 A. When I arrived at the Remington facility in Ilion, 

24 I had communicated by telephone with, I think, Mi:· Stekl 

25 the night before and requested that the rifle be put in the 

D 12 

environmental temperature cabinet, cold box, a.5 it were, the 

night before I was to test it, and it was placed by Remington 

into a controlled temperature box, where it was held overnight. 

The temperature of the box, when I observed it in 

the morning, was minus twenty degrees Fahrenheit. 

6 Let me inter:i::-upt you for a moment 1 Davis. 

I' rn going to hand you what we have marked as Exhibits 2171 

8 218, 219, 220, and 221 and ask if you would identify those 

9 exhibits as your testimony moves along hei:-e ir relationship 

10 ~o the cold box. 

II A. Okay. 

12 Q. And during your testimony, please refer to them 

13 by the exhibit number which is on the blue tag on the back. 

14 A. Yes, I will. Exhibit 217 is a photograph of the 

15 thermometer on the .. exterior of the environment temperature 

16 box:, which shows the temperature inside the box, and indicates 

17 that the temperature inside the box is minus twenty degrees F' 

18 Exllibit 217. 

19 Thank you. Please continue. 

A. Exh:.bit 218 is a photograph of the gun inside the 20 

21 box before it was removed from the cold box. Just as it was 

22 placed in there, apparently, the night before. 

23 Exhibit 219 is a photograph of me rem~ving the 

.24 gun from the temperature box, frorn the environmental temperature 

25 box. 

0 

Exhibit 220 is rhotoqraph of the gu:r. having been 

placed in a cradle, which causes it to rest upside down wlth t.he 

triggec guard up, approximately horizontal position, with the 

4 trigger guard up, simulating the condition which I had under-

stood from the account of the investigation was similar to the 

condition which the gun was reported to have been fired at the 

time of the accident. 

Q. Okay. 

And it shows me trying to -- attempting to lift the 

IO bolt handle in a manner which had been described a!". leading to 

11 the accident discharge investigated. 

12 Exhibit 221 shows my t~and as I was trying to dis-

13 engage the safety, also simulating the conditions which I 

14 understood that prevailed at the time of the accident. 

15 Q. Okay. 

16 A. My note:i indicate that I opened the box 1 I four.cl 

17 the gun inside and removed it from the cold box, placed it 

18 in the cradler or rested it horizontally. 

19 Let me ask you some questions. about th.:i.t, if T 

20 may. 

21 THE COURT: Wait a minute. I ask that you repeat what 

22 you just said, what we heard you say, so the record shows it. 

23 THF. WT'l'Nf.SS ! VP!"., i::ir. 

24 I think I said my notes indicate that I opened the 

25 box:, found the gun inside, removed it. from the cold box, placed 
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it in the cradle, resting horizontally, trigger quard upward, 

simulating the position lying across arms of chair, Following 

that --

Q. (By Mr. Huegli) Okay 

A. Did you want to ask a question? 

Yes 1 you have advised in Ule in£uuua Lion Lhat we 

passed on to Remington that Mr. Boudreau had alleged the 

gun was upside down in the chair, with the trigger up, and he 

attempted to unload it upside down; is that correcL? 

10 A. That 1 s what I was advised. 

II Q. Did you attempt to unload the rifle in the same 

12 fashion? 

13 Yes, I did. After 50 minutes. I took the gun out 

14 of the cold box, placed it in the cradle, and left it undisturbe~ 

15 for 50 minutes. 

16 Q. What temperature was the internal temperature? 

17 A. The arnbient temperature in the laboratory was 

18 approximately 70 degrees, approximately 70 degrees Fabrenhei t. 

19 Q. Okay. Now, did you find it --

And I assume you have unloaded bolt action firearms 

21 with bolt locks many, many times in the past? 

22 A. Y.es, indeed I have. 

23 Did you find it to be normal feeling funct.ions or 

24 awkward loading functions upside down, anc.l what I would call 

25 backwa:i::ds? 
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A. My not~s .indicate that I fourd that somewhat awkward. 

Q. Okay - Now, 2 ft er the gun had been ta Ken out and 

it had br->:~n at twenty degiees below zero all night long, did 

any condensation form on the metal parts? 

A. Yes, it did. Tl"e 0un being much colder than the 

and much colder than the dew point in the room caused 

conrlPnc::;ition and moisture to ~orm on the metal surfaces of 

the gun in particular quickly. 

Q. All right, after 50 minutes, did you c.tlempt to 

10 cycle th·e rifle by using the bolt and the safet~· in various 

11 combinations? 

12 A. Yes. I attempted to --

13 I simulated what I understood to be the circumstances 

14 leading up to the accidental discharge which was under investi-

15 gation. I attempted to lift the bolt with the qun remaining 

16 in the same position. I found that to be somewhat awkward. 

17 I then disengaged the safety lever, re-engaged it, 

18 and attempted to again lift tie. bolt handle, the gun still 

19 remaining in the same position, and I repeated this sequence for 

20 a hundred trials. The result was that the gun remained cocked 

21 during the whole trial. 

22 By remained cocked, you mean the gun functioned 

23 as it was intended to function without any malfunctions at all? 

24 A. It did remain in the cocked condition. In accor-

25 dunce with the design, had it contained a cartridge, it would 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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not have fired. 

Q. Where did you then put the gu:i.? 

I ph1ced the gun back into the cold box at approxi-

mately zero degrees F. 

(). Okay now, when you placed the gun back in the cold 

box, in your professional opinion, were the parts inside the 

_gun, as well as outside the gun, referring to the metal parts, 

wet? 

A. Yes. There was -- there was still some condensation 

left on the parts, and we had removed it, left more than 50 

minutes, and went through the exercise I just. described. The 

condensation had not completely disappeared froro the gun on the 

outside, and I• m sure there would have been some on the inside, 

14 . though I didn't examine tlle inside at that time. 

15 You put it back in the box and closed it at what 

16 temperature? 

17 .. Zero degrees F . 

18 Huw long did you leave it"? 

19 A. one hour, exposed to the temperature .:.n the box for 

20 one hour at zero degrees. 

21 Q. What did you then do? 

22 /\. Removed the gun from the box, and I tested the 

23 trigger to sec whether it reset. Reset is the term applied 

24 to the motion of. the trig9er when it returns to the position 

25 in which it was before you pressed the trigger. Reset means 

D 17 

that it's then in a pos1 ti on to engage the sear, so that the 

can'L pull down and allow the gun to fire, and that's 

detectable when you press the :.rigger and release it, if you 

watch carefully, YO"J. see whether the tr;_gger moves back when 

you press backward, and whether it returns to the forward 

position when you rel::!aSe the pressure on it. And I did do that 

in accordance with the intended desiqn. 

What did you do then? 

A. I attempted to immediately li~t the bolt handle, 

10 and then disengaged and re-engaged the safety in the .o;ame 

11 sequence of operation that I described before in the previous 

12 trial and repedted this a hund:::-ed trials. 

13 The difference between this and the previous sequence 

14 was that the previous sequence occurred after the gun had been 

15 soaked all night at minus twenty and then allowed to come. to 

16 a normal ambient temperature for SO minutes before the exercise 

17 was started. 

18 The exercise was repeated again, except the gun was 

19 soaked hour at zero degrees F; removed and tested irnmediatel 

20 Otherwise, the two were the same. 

21 Did that gun malfunction in any way? 

22 A. It did not. No, it remained cocked throughout the 

23 200 cycles, one under the first set of conditions, and one 

24 under the second set of cond1 tions. 

25 Did you then take the gun apart? 

D 18 

/\, No, not. l1runeOiately. 

That was "Ill of the testing that \ll'as conducted on 

that day, which was 10-21-82 October, '82. 

MR. l!UEGLI: we would offer Lhe exhibits that we have just 

referred to. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Are those all of the ones that you just 

showed me? 

MR. HUEGL!: Yes. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: No objections to any of them. 

10 MR. HUEGLI: 211, '18, '19, '20, and '21. 

11 THR COURT~ They are reccoived. 

12 Q. (By Mr. Huegli) Did '):'DU then do ~ bench examination 

13 where you took the stock off the rifle and examined it? 

14 A. The nex.t dcy. Yes, but that was not the first, 

15 that was not the first exercise of the next day. 

16 What was the first the next day? 

17 A. The gun was placed outdoors at ambient temperature 

18 of 37 degrees F. It was placed on the roof of the building 

19 at Ilion, and, conveniently, the outdoor temperature in Ilion 

20 was 37 degrees F. 

21 I had in mind to test the gun at a temperature 

22 more nearly corresponding to the temperature to which it ·apparen -

23 ly had been exposed or reported had been exposed on the day 0 f 

24 the accident. 

25 And it was more convenient to do that outdoors than 
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to try to do it in the environmental box, because the whole 

tl::'!st could be conducted outdoors; so we simply put it on the 

roof at 3 7 degrees, 7: 30 a. m. , and the temperature remained 

at 3 7 degrees. 

when we resumed the testing outdoors at 9; 30, the 

bolt had been placed, or the ri_fle had been placed up there 

by Remington personnel with the bolt closed, safety engaged, 

and with a thermometer attached to the side of the gun. 

Does Exhibit 216 reflect a photograph of you taken 

10 with the rifle on the roof of Remington with the thermometer 

11 attached to the rifle? 

A. Yes, sir, that is what it reflects. 

MR. HUEGLI: We would offer 216. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: No objection. 

THE COURT: Received, 

Q. (By Mr. HuegliJ Then, did yo·i cycle the gun 

once again under these conditions as yo.i had pre·tiously? 

A. Yes, more than once. I cycled the gun under those 

conditions 25 trials. 

Q. Were you able to cause any malfunction of this 

gun in any way? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

11.. No, the gun functioned perfectly normally under the 

circumstances. 25 trials resulted in no dise~gagement of the 

firing pin. '!'he gun remained cocked in the uor:mal manner. 

Did you then do a bench examination? 

D 20 

A. Yes 1 we then returned the gun to the indoor labor-

atory and allowed it to return to the nox:-mal temperature of the 

laboratory, which was approximately 70 degrees, and I removed 

the bolt. 

I measured the amunt by which the sear was lifted 

clear of the trigger when the safety was engaged. 

As Mr. Linde e~plained to you, the function of the 

safety is to lift the sear clear of the trigger, so that the 

trigger is free to move back and forth, set and reset as neces-

10 sary and block the sear from being overr~dden by the firing 

11 pin, which is trying to urge it downward, so the firing pin 

12 can go ahead. 

13 And one of the important considerations is whether 

14 the sear is lifted clear of the trigger, so the trigger can 

15 reset in case it's been pulled, it will not hang up in a partly 

15 pulled position by reason of interference from the sear. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

The sear has to be lifted clear so that measurement. 

uf Lhat is significo.nt, and I did find it w.as 1 i ft_P:d six thou

sandths of an inch -- . 006 inch. which is sufficient. 

I noted that when the bolt st:>pped, it was depressed 

and released, that it rose steadily, but very slowly, as if 

22 im~eded by viscous, resistance of congealed lubricant. In 

23 other words --

24 

25 

T t was sticky? 

Yes, sticky. The thickened lubricant made those 

19 

surraces move slowly uvec ea.ch othec rather than rapidly and 

freely, as I might: expect. 

The bolt release is '° part which is external to the 

trigger mechanism. lt's outside of the tr:i9'3er housiny, but 

it slides along the SJ.de surface of the trigger housing, and 

if there is thickened oil lie tween the two sui=faces, they are 

large surfaces, and they slide ovei: each other slowly under 

spring force rather than quickly. 

May I see t:1.e Exhibit 2 there, which is the gun 

10 that is involved in this case. 

11 

12 

13 

Yes. 

Q. And so, I'd like the jury to be aware, and if you 

would show us where. The bolt release i.s different than the 

14 bolt locJq is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

21 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

10 

21 

22 

23 

O. Okay. Nould you show the jury where the bolt release 

is on this particular firearm. 

Yes, it's in the front of the trigger guard. It's 

not easily accessible, nor easily seen. You have to press it. 

The only occasion for using it is when you want to remove the 

bolt. Lo i..:le(j.11 the rifle, or something like that. 

The bolt release, when I depress this button, it's 

inside the front of the trigger guard. It releases a 1i ttle 

24 member, which. otherwise, is up and interpn!=l.P.S itself; SO I 

25 can't pull the bolt out of the gun. 

D 22 

10 

11 

12 

Q. 

JI. 

bolt lock. 

A. 

(l. 

JI. 

Q. 

A. 

(l. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. 

That's the purpose of it, has nothing to do with the 

The bolt just fell off again. 

The bolt releases rather Slowly, apparently. 

Is il sornet:..mes sticky like it was before? 

So it appears. I infer that. 

Okay. So it continues to be sticky now: 

Yes. 

That has no safety function, does it? 

No, it's no:. safety-related. 

Okay. When you examl.ned the inside of the gun, 

13 did you take photographs, and would you quickly describe to the 

14 jury what the photographs were that you have there on Exhibits 

15 214 and '15. 

16 Okay. Yes. I did note in addition to the fact that 

17 when the bolt stop was repressed and released, that it rose 

18 ;slowly, a:s if its movement were impeded; that the trigger and 

19 safety operation were normal, as just determined by manipulating 

20 the trigger and the safety man·.ially. 

21 I noted that the trigger consistently reset cor-

22 rectly if it were pulled while the safety was engaged. 

23 

24 A. 

Means it wasn 1 t back? 

Yes, it resc--:t slowly. 

Ok;iy. Mr. Davis, for the conclusion of today, 
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~£ you would simply identify the photogra?hs that you h.:ive befor 

you and tell tl-.e jury what they are. 

A. Okay. 

1-l'e will go over them. 

J\. Have I identified 222? 

Q. Yes, I believe you have, have you no:? 

A. A 11 right, 222 shows my hand on the gun and during 

the bench test disengaging with my thumb, dise:1gaging the 

safety. 

10 223 shows the rear of the receiver of the gun with 

11 the stock removed, with the bolt removed. It shows inside the 

12 receiver ring some congealed oil and some solid particles that 

13 look like solvent possibly from a gun case or clothing, as I 

recall. That is not clear in the photograph, but there were 

some sm·all solid particles and congealed lubrication inside 

the back end of° the receiver. 

224 is a test in which I was depressing the sear 

while pulling the trigger to see if the sear did move down, 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 as you saw demonstrated in the large model, training aid model 

20 there. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

10 

The :;ear did move down properly and did come back 

up properly when it was rele.:i.sed, pushing on it with a screw-

driver in the same manner that the bolt, LhaL the firing pin 

head would hav2 b2en puship_g on it had the bolt been in then>:. 

225 is a view, another vjew of the trigger during 

the bench test, right-hand screw, generally before the trigger 

was hinged down. 

215 is a view of the trigger assembly with the rear 

pin, which attaches it to the receiver, or the .action of the 

gun, removed, and the trigger ho':1sing swung down pact way. 

Closer examination of this shows the sear swung up for inspec-

ti on; the pin was pushed out here, so that this could be swung 

down for examination. It shows some fouling and congealed 

oil, and so forth the side of the 

This is an enlargement of part of this. This part 

11 here of the sear on 215 is depicted in enlarged form on 214. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MR. HUEGLI: Thank you. We would offer those exhibits 

just identified. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: No objection. 

THE COURT: They are received. 

Now, members of the jury, we will adjourn until 

17 tomorrow morning at nine o'clock. Tomorrow morning at: 9: 00, 

18 please· 

19 (At S :02 p.rn. these proceedings were adjourned for 

20 the evening) . 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

24 
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PORTLAND, OREGON - FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1983; 9:0) a.m. 

THE COURT: Now, if tl-.e witness will take the stand 

again, please. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION (continued) 

BY MR. HU EGLI: 

Mr. Davis, so that we can kind of pick up the 

speed from yesterday and the jury can, and I can recap, 

10 recapitulate some of this, you had been requested by Remington 

11 to examine Lhis rifle; you went to Ilion~ New 'York; and you 

12 examined it at the Remington firearm factory; ve went through 

13 some of the original tests that you did; and t think when we 

14 concluded, you had identified some of the photographs. I think 

15 hud identified all of the photographs that you had taken 

of thi~ firgarm in your examination. 16 

17 MR. HUEGLI: Ms. Clerk, have we yet offered all of those? 

18 

19 

2D 

THE CLERK: Yes, they are received. 

MR. HUEGLI ~ Thank you. 

Q. (By Mr, Huegli) Now, I'd like to qo back now, 

21 Mr. Davis, to your report, if you would, and I think that 

22 we finished at the time after you had placed this firearm in 

23 a 20 degree -- or excuse me, minus twenty degree temperature 

24 box, taken it ::iut, tested it after 60 minutes, placed it back 

25 again in zero, left it fo!:" an hollr, taken it out and tested 

10 

D 

it again, and I think we concluded there. 

Was that your recollection 7 

A Well, I believe I also did describe the test 

the following day, 22 of October, in which we toOk the gun 

outdoors into the outdoor temperature Of 37 degrees and did 

Lest:.s undei: those cunJ.i.Lious. 

Q. All right. Were you advised that the temperature 

at the time this accident. happened was higher than 37? 

A Yes, I was advised to that effect. 

MR, HUEGLI: Okay. We would offer 1 Your Honor. Exhibit 

26 

11 No. 204, which is a transcript of th.e weather report of Astoria, 

12 Oregon, on the date of October 27, 1979. 

13 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Your Honor, I have seen the e>thibit. 

14 My only objection is on the grounds of relevance. 

15 As I understand it, the weather station in Astoria, 

16 where most measurements are taken, is at the airport. There 

17 has been no evidence that that is where the gun was that day. 

18 In fact, I think that the geography of that area, 

19 there is a mountain range, some mountains between the airport 

20 and the area where tile parties were hunting. 

21 THE COURT; It's overruled. 204 is received. 

22 (By Mr, Huegli) Now, Mr. Davis, at my request 

23 through Rerningtor., did you then disassemble Exhibit No. 2 und 

24 take those photographs? 

25 Yes, we did. 
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;\n.d, by t.he way, when you functioned it .o: t 37 degree:s, 

you found no malfunctions, as I undel:stand? 

'" That's correct. And at the functioning tests out 

of the box at n,inus twenly after 50 minutes, the tests, zero 

Uegrees, i:umediately out of the box, and tests at 37 degrees 

outdoors, were all performed before the stock removed and 

the trigger disu::>Gcmbled for examination. 

okay, Would you tell the jury -- they will have 

a chance to see the picture, and if you feel the pictures would 

10 be helpful to you, Mr. Davis 

11 I'd ask the clerk if we could hand him the picture, 

12 please_ 

13 --use whatever exhibits you feel would be helpful to 

14 demonstrate to this jury what you found during the rest of your 

15 examination. 

16 A. In t:1e sequence, chronological sequence, there is 

17 one more thing that I think I did not d~scribe yesterday, which 

18 was the measurement of the trigger pull torce, which was also 

19 accomplished before the trigger was dropped down for disassembly 

20 or dropped down for inspection. 

21 

22 

Q. 

A. 

What did you measure the trigger pull at? 

Five trials with a Shattalon (phonetic) laboratory 

23 spring scale save four-ctncl-a-half, four-and~a-half, four:--and-

24 five--eighths, four-and-a-half, and four-and-a-half pounds. 

25 Okay. Is a Shat talon spring sea le an accurate 

D 

measurinq device? 

Ii. Yes, it's a generally accepted spring scale, labora-

tory quality spring scale. 

Please continue, Mr. Davis. What did you then do? 

Okay. Again, before disassembly, repeated the --

let's see (referring to his notes}, I repeated the following 

28 

sequence with the safety engaged; Attempted to lift the bolt, 

then disengaged the safety, then re-engaged the safety, and then 

repeat this exercise at the beginning with the attempt to lift 

10 the bolt, and again repeat this exercise to 25 trials. 

11 l\fter we had made the measurements on the spring 

12 force, and before the trigger was disassembled, the gun 

13 remained cocked. 

14 Your report next refers to the trick test, does it 

15 not? 

IL That's the next item. 

17 Okay. once again, Mr. Davis 1 would you come down 

18 from the witness stand and come to the Eront of the jury box 

19 with me, please. 

20 

21 

22 

And ·,vould you show the jury, Mr. Davis, what a 

trick test is and how you performed it on thul particular day. 

A. Yes. I do this lefl-handed, because I am left-

23 handed, because Lhe sequence of operations is the same. 

24 The trick test consists of closing the bolt with 

25 t:he gun cocked, moving the safety forwi'lrd to the position where 

29 

it is in neither detent; it's balanced, you might say, on the 

point between lhe two detent positions· 

tJow, it's in the rear position, now 111 the forward 

position, fire position, and you arrange Lhe safety to where it 

will stay by itself when you let go of it in that middle po5i

tion, like that (demonstrating). 

10 

Okay. 

A. Then you pull tr.e trigger, and you can notice when 

you pull the trigger, the trigger moves, and when you let go 

10 of it, it goes back where it was before. That tells you, as a 

11 matter of fact, that the gun is not going to discharge. 

12 If it were going to fail the trick test, the tr:_gger 

13 would remain in the pulled or rearward position. 

14 It does not. But to establish that positively, 

15 you now disengage the safety, and you do not hear a click, the 

16 

17 

18 

19 

firing pin does not fall forward, the gun does not discharge. 

Q. I'm going to cock it again, and I'm going to le3.ve 

it in the fire position. I'm going to pull the trigger, and 

I would like you to tell the jury what the sound is that we are 

20 going to hear (demonstrating). What is that? 

21 Ii. That is the fall of the firing pin forward. You 

22 can, also, it 1s also advisable, you can see this part here, 

23 which is commonly called the cocking piece. 

24 I think Remington's nomenclature for it is (iring 

25 pin head, but it performs the same function. 

D 

This piece that )'Ou can see protruding frcrn the 

back of the bolt is attached to the firiny pin. When I pull 

30 

the trigger, you will see that thing move forward and disappear. 

0. Okay. So, in any of these firearms, when we hear 

that click, hard sound click, that is the firing pin falling? 

There are other clicking noises., but that is the 

firing pin. 

on the 700, that is what it sounds like? 

Yes, sir. 

Q. rf there was a bullet in there, I assume it would 

11 go ban9 

12 

13 

14 

Yes, sir. 

-- if the firing pin falls. 

Now, how many times did you try the trick test on 

15 this particular gun? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Five trials. 

Any problems? 

No, the gun remained cocked. 

okay, what did you then do, please. 

We removed the stock. I noticed that the gun had 

21 been rebedded in epoxy-like compound. 

22 

23 

Rebedded is a term applied to a process for improving 

the fit between the metal parts and the wood parts of the stock. 

24 It's desirable from accuracy standpoint, in particular, that 

25 the gun have it!: metal parts fitted quite exactly into the wood 
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pacts, and one way to do that i::i to use a plastic compound 

which n_r;sumes the ~hripe of the metal parts when they were put 

into it, and it's still in the plastic state, and the plastic 
141°'.Q.'l):;!-I' 

cartons, and the impression, the metal part, is accurately 

reproduced in the plastic; so the fit between the metal and 

the wood is a good fit. It's a custom operation. Indicating 

31 

that this gun had been rebeddcd in plastic compound of that sort 

after it left the factory. 

I found no interference of the stock with the fire 

10 control parts, so I would not ascribe any significance to the 

11 fact that it had been rebedded. 

12 If the wood fits poorly in some guns, ar:id I'm not 

13 speaking about this one particularly, but it could cause mal-

14 functions, but no indication that was true in this case. The 

15 bedding was al 1 right. 

16 I noted the guard screws which hold the metal part 

17 in the wooden stock had marred heads from prior work. The heads 

18 of the screws had been marred. It has no functional significance, 

19 i:iothing to do with the operation of the gun. 

20 All right. Please continue. 

21 A. I looked at the factory sealant on the trigger 

22 adjusting screws, and it appeared to be, in fact, it did not 

23 appear that the sealant which is applied at the factory after 

24 the factory adjustment, had been removed. 

25 I disassembled, partially disassembled the bolt, 

D 

stripped the bolt to look at the firing pin, the part that . 
}'tr"',,._o/J_ 

you saw move when we pulled the trigger inside can be carruned 

by taking it out of the bolt. 

I did that, and I found it wasAnotably dirty and 

Uid not appear to be fouled in the same way that the trigger 

group later proved to be. 

The center of the bolt was fairly cleaned and in 

8 good condition. I did notice, and this is before the trigger 

has been tipped down, there was congealed oil around the bolt 

JO stop and trigger asE?embly, which was apparent when the stop 

11 was removed and was simply visible when you took the metal 

12 part out of the wood. There was ~ome around the bolt stop and 

13 trigger assembly, contaminatipn, dirt 1 gunk. 

14 Mr. Davis, let me interrupt you for a moment. We 

15 have referred to it as gunk. I'm not sure what it is. I'm 

l6 not sure whether anybody knows what the chemistry of it is. 

17 In this trial, referrinq to whatever you saw inside the gun, 

18 for generic purposes, do yo~ have a professional opinion as 

19 of the time that you examined this gun whether the gunk, "if 

20 you will, that you saw in the· trigger assembly had any func-

21 tional effect on the gun at 37 degrees, at zero degrees, or 

22 minus twenty degrees? 

23 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I' 11 object to the form, unless counsel 

24 st.at.es he's talklny dbout October, 1902, wh~n the test was 

25 conducted. 

32 

33 

MR. HUEGLI: We will get t.CJ Lhe accident in a minute. 

I'm talki.ng at:iout October. 1982 now. 

THE COURT: It's overruled. 

(By Mr. Huegli) Go ahead. 

I\. The only :um;tional effect was that, I think I 

mentioned yesternay, that the bolt release, or S<iimetimes called 

the bolt stop, the thing that prevents the bolt from com.ing 

out of the rear when you pull it to the rear, that reset only 

very slowly. It did not function .normally. 

10 Other than that, I found no evidence that the gunk 

11 was interfe.ring with the functioning of the mechanism. 

12 Q. A.nd were you present when Mr. Martin testified? 

13 A. Yes, sir. I was. 

14 And did you hear his testimony that when he saw the 

15 rifle, the bolt stop was !lot functioning and r:eturning slowly, 

16 well? 

17 I do, I believe that. 

18 Q. What did you then do, M.r. Davis, in October of '82? 

19 A. 1 noted just by visual insp€ction the sear connector 

20 engagement, that is the engagement which was described to you 

21 by Mr. Linde, when looking through the little hole in the side 

22 of the trigger, you see that the sear is being supported by the 

23 trigger, by a ledge that engages one on top of the other, and 

24 the dimension, that dimension, is an important one, function 

25 of the trigger. 

34 

I did not measure it, but I estimated it to be 

approximately twenty to twenty-five thousandths of an inch, 

which is normal. 

I have looked at many 700 triggers, and tl1at is 

approximately normal. 

Estimate for purposes of comparison, a dime is 

about fifty thousandths thick, and that engagement is about 

half the thickness of a dime in a target trigger. 

~r, 
I checked the trigger accuracy ·by manually depres-

10 sing the sear while pulling the trigger. That is what ~ des-

II cribed briefly. 

12 One of these photographs, tllis photograph, in 

13 pressing down with a small screwdriver on the top of the sear, 

14 simulating the firing pin trying to override the sear, and if 

15 the sear then drops under pressure, it's an indication that 

16 it's functioning correctly, and I did note that, anci the 

17 9peration ::;eemed normal. 

18 Pleu.se continue. 

19 I then removed the pin holding the trigger 

20 assembly into thP rl?cPi'Jtff of the gun. I don't have a photo-

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

graph specifically showing that. But you can see it on t.'1is 

pho togra.ph. 

There is a pin at the forward end Of this assembly, 

and the pin at the rear end of the assembly that holds the 

Lrigger assembly into the action that contains the bolt, the 
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35 ,, " 
steel par ts above it, by removing the renr pin, that you can 

~ingc l.t downward, around the f:ont pin for cxamir.ation without 

disassembling it, and when you do that, you can also pivot the 

sear upward from the assembly t.-iat it con ta inn, and there is "'-

photoqraph of that in l1ere. 

\•lould you refer to those by number, so the record 

will reflect --

·'· Yes, Exhibit 215 shows the trigger hinged down, 

the pin that was originally in that hole pussed t.1.rough the 

receiver. It's removed. You can hinge this down, and when 

you do that, you can swing the scar, this part, up for axamina-

tion. 

The trigger assembly is hinged down like this, the 

sear is hinged up; so it. L:On be examined and photograph~d. ;rnc'l. 

these are photographs of the sear and the trigger in that 

position. This is the sear, and this is a closer-up view of 

the same thing. 

Q. Okay. 

It does show gunk along the sides there, the dark 

areas there 1 gunk, sludge. 

Q. Mr. Davis, this Exhibit 2141 that is the sear on 

our model here, that is this piece of metal right here? 

A. Yes. 

That' G correct? 

Yes. 

36 

Q. So, if we can compare the two, that is what we' re 

looking at, and then, this is the trigger assembly, which is 

Exhibit 215, and that is reflected by the model, as well a::l 

that cutaway? 

A. Yes. 

okay. rs this the pin right here that you used to 

drop the sear up, the one that just fell out, this is the pin 

that you are referring to? 

Yes, that -- here on the mod.el, it only passes 

through those plastic side plates. It's simulated, the steel 

11 side plates, on the trigger, but in the gun, it also passes 

12 thro.ugh the hole in the bottom of the receiver; so it holds the 

13 assembly to the receiver as well as to pivot the part and 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

access a stop for the sear you see there. 

When you open this up 1 you can actually look right 

in~lde the mechanism to see what is inside? 

A. 

Q. 

that are 

of that 

A. 

Yes. 

And you could see that? 

Yes, I could. 

I 
By the way, on these markups li~e what we have here 

used for training purposes, are/the 

nature for demonstrative purposes or 

i 
r 'm sorry, I missed the question. 

I 

springs and things 

for tolerances? 

There arc some springs in heie. I too;;: it apart, 

and they are starting to come apart. Are those for the purpose 

o ( demonstration or tolerance springs? 

'· They are for the pur:-pose of demonstrations. They 

do not resemble springs in a rifle. Spri.ng forces are much 

I 
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higher. If you scale the springs up to the :::iizc of this model, 

the springs VJOUld be so 5trong that you couldn't manipulate 

the model, so the springs are relatively VJeaker than if you 

scaled the whole thing up. 

Now, after you dropped the se<'.r down and looked 

inside, you saw the material that the jury is able to look at 

10 in the photographs. ~olere there any other observations that you 

/ 11 felt were important? 

;2 A. No, I think not. 

13 I did note that, notwithstanding the sludge inside 

14 the mechanism, my nutt!:S 5ay th:i.t the ~ides of the sear were 

15 coated with congealed oil or sludqe, if you will, but, never-

lo 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

theless, it appeared to function normally. 

Q. What did you then do, please? 

.. Concluded the test at I lion. 

Q. Now,. there ha~ been a substantial amount of dis-

cussion in this trial about center fire cartridges versus 

~im fire cartridges. Are you familiar with the .difference? 

A. Yes. 

In fact, in the article that you wrote for the 

Encyclopedi.:i. Britannica and your book that you published on 

hand loading 1 did yo 1..1 discuss the differences in those two 

D 

publications? 

1 'ro sure that distinction was dealt with in the 

article, but not in the hand loading· 

Q. Once you shoot a rim fire cartridge, you throw it 

away? 

That's right. Not reloadable. 

1 1 d like to hand you what has been marked Exhibit 
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226 and 227. I'm going to take it off t.ere, it's hard to ma.:r:-k. 

Would you tell the jury what those two things are. 

10 A. Yes, sir. 226 is a caliber 308 Winchester empty 

11 primed cartridge case 1 manufactured by a company in Sweden, 

12 or used in 308 Winchester rifles; or rifles c:i.ambcrcd for 

13 308 Winchester ammunition. 

14 227, J think --

15 Yes, 227 is a calibe:::- . 22 rim fire blank cartridge 

16 containing a powder charge but no bullet, has a U on the bottom, 

17 which indicates that it was manufactured by Remington. 

18 Q. Okay. Now, this partict.::lar eKhibi t, which is the 

19 little one, 227, would that cartridge, if you will, discharge 

20 in this firearm which is Plaintiff 1 s Exhibit 112 -- it's a 

21 . 22? 

22 A. Yes, I guess it's an ordinary .22 long rifle, not 

23 a magnum. 

24 Q. Now, this VJould not, would it, in fact, Exhibit 226, 

25 wouldn't fit in it? 
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ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. That's correct. 

How, Mr. Hartin has trought a firearm he: re today 

which is a Remington 700 Model 308 with a bolt lock and his 

automatic safety; would Exhibit No. 226 fiL thi::s [irearm? 

A. Yes, sir, if you tooJt. the sticker off. 

Okay. Now, I noticed on the back of Exhibit 226 

there is a silver dot; what is that? 

The thing in the center? 

Yes. 

10 A. The round thing in the center is the primer. 

II would you come down from the witness stand, please, 

12 and show the jury what the differences in the way these two 

13 things are built, and .I assume that this big one is the one 

14 that you can reload, and thio urn! you can 1 t:' 

15 A. That's correct. All r_ight, in this one, the .22 

16 rim fire, this metal that you see on the outside is all of the 

17 metal that there is in tile assembly, just u cup with the fl.ange 

18 around the bottom, all. formed in one piece, and the priming 

19 cor.i.pression, which is Lhe percussion-sensit:..ve material which 

20 will explode when it's struck is in there, this little flange, 

21 this little rim, and the mechanism of firing a rim fire 

22 cartridge is to support the cartridge in the barrel. It goes 

23 

24 

25 

in the bar:rel, so it 1 s supported in that manner, and the firing 

pin ::;trikes that £lunge like my pencil pni nt is strikinq it 

there, and crushes the flange, and that causes percussion 

sensitive implosion inside to detonate, and that ignites Lhe 

powder charge to fire the round. That's why it 1 s called rim 

fire. It's struck on the rim to fire it· 

That is called center fire, because the percussion 

sensitive e1ement, which is called a primer, in this case, is 

in this center area here, and it's a separate piece of metal. 

If you look down inside of this thing, you can see 

a hole in the bottom of the center of the cartridge case. 

That exhibit that the jury is looking at now can be 

re fired and refired as long as you first don •;t wear out the 

/ 
case and continue to put a new detonation cap in every t-_imP.? 

A. That's right. You need a new primer every time. 

I 
The little silver colored thing in the cedter of the bottom 

I . ·. 
is in a pocket, and the hole that you se1~ from looking in the 

I 
front of the cartridge case goes throu~h into the pocket that 
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16 changes. 

17 The primer is a little metal cup consisting of two 

lB met'al piec~s. The cup inside is called an anvil, which allows 

19 the 'detonating mixture to be crushed between the cup and the 

20 anvil that fires goe5 through the hole, and the powder is inside 

21 and is ignited and fires that way. 

22 MR. HUEGLI: Thank you. 

23 We would offer both exhibits. 

24 MR. CHAMBE:RLAIN: No objection. 

25 THE COURT: They are received. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

15 

17 

IB 

19 

20 

21 

22 
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Q. (By Mr. f-!ueqliJ Maybe you could put those on the 

witne:>s stand in fcont of you, ana then i:-etake Lhe w.itr:ess stand 

Thank you. 

Is it ordinary, or is there a differentiation, a:-id 

I'm talking about hunting versus target shooting, and is there 

any correlation between that rim fire and' cenLet- fire? 

Well, yes. In that context, I guess you could say 

that rim fire ammunition is probably the kind most often used 

for target shooting, because it's inexpensive. 

10 Of course, this wouldn't be, because it's blank, 

]1 but a bullet had on.ce probably, most rim fire ammunition is 

12 used for target shooting, and :..fit's used for any other purpose 

13 it's for hunting rabbit or squirrels, or small animals. 

14 Do you know of your own penrnnctl kuowleU.ye whether 

15 not there are laws in states again~t hunting big game 

16 animals with a • 22, such as elk? 

17 A. Yes, there are. 

18 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Objection, calls for a legal conclusion, 

19 Your Honor. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. HUEGLI: This man is an expert. 

MR. CHAMBr;;R~IN: Also irrelevant. 

THE COURT; The objection is sustained. 

Q. (By Mr. Huegli) .Mr. Davis, in your experience 

in working, I 1 m going to go back now to your testing nf this 

gun, in your e>eperiencc in giving advice to the various countrie 
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of NATO and various law enforcement agencies, such as the FBI 

and CIA, have you had an opportunity to test firearms in cold 

temperatures in the same or similar manner that you· tested this 

firearm for us? 

A. Yes. 

Now, I'd like to call your attention now lo another 

area, which is your military experience. 

You have to:..a us that you had substd.ntial military 

experience over your career in testing firearms for the military 

and you are familiar with their requirements u.nd things of that 

nature? 

A. Yes, sir, that's correct. 

Q. In fact, you have knowledge and experience in the 

requirement of the military for the passage of firearms for 

their use? 

A. Yes, sir, I do have. 

Q. What is the first re:::J.uirernent that the military 

requires of o. fl.rearm before the milit.=iry will accept it for 

ci ther in combat or in non-combat situations? 

Safety certifications are the first requirement, 

Q. Okay. And does that involve all ;;spects of safety? 

A. Well, safety certification is generally issued by 

23 the .l\rmy Test and Evaluation Conunand, which is headquartered 

24 at Abert'leen Proving Ground, and the people th~re make a decision 

ta what safety requirements are appropriate for the condition 
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OE use to wl1ich tlle item is going to be subjG!cb;!d. All those 

fGatures which f"l:ight-: jeopardize the user nrP cl".ecked. 

Okay. Could you tell the jury what AARADCOM is? 

A. It's an acronym for the A.Lmy Armament Research and 

Development Command. 

Arc you currently a professional expert consultant 

for l\RRADCOM? 

A. Yes, I have a contract for thirty days each 

six months' period as a consultant for AARADCOl1. 

10 Diel: the 

11 was the Model 700, the identical design of the 

12 Madel 700 rifle that is in this courtroora tcday used by the 

13 military extensively as a sniper rifle in Vietnam? 

14 A. Well, substantially identical. Certainly the 

15 caliber was different, of course, but the Model 700 l1aving that 

16 same action was used as a sniper rifle, yes. 

17 Q. Of course, I'm sure Lhat some of them had scopes 

18 and things of that nature, but 1 1 m specifically referring to 

19 the safety and tcigger assembly that are in issue in this 

20 lawsuit. 

21 '· Yes, same. 

22 Q. Mr. Davis, I would like you to assune these facts 

23 to be true, and I'd like you to listen carefully, and I'd like 

24 you to base opinion upon these facts~ I'm going to give you 

25 a rendition of the facts that I think an,, evident in this lawsui 
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today: 

Steven Boudreau purd1dsed this rifle, r:xhibit 2, 

brand new~ he took it right out of the box; it had never been 

fired by anyone, except, of course, Remington when it was test-

fired in the gallery at their fuctory and passed all of their 

requirements, as evidenced by the stamp on the rifle: Mr. 

Boudreau -- let me interrupt you for one moment. 

Your Honor, I would like to recid at this time a 

page from Mr. Eoudreau's testimony where he indicated how 

10 many rounds he fired through the rifle up unti:. October 27th. 

11 THE COURT: Is that otherwise in evidence'? 

12 MR. HUEGLI: I'm not sure if it is, and I don't think it 

13 is, but that's the only reason I'm offering it. 

14 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I' 11 object if it' p not in evidence. 

15 Otherwise, I have no objection. 

16 THE COURT: Mr. Huegli, I want to know what you intend 

17 to do. Do you want to read from a deposition? 

lB MR. HUEGLI: Right. 

19 THE COURT: Of a witness? 

20 MR. HUEGLI: Yes. 

21 THE COURT; Who has already been on the stand? 

22 MR. HUEGLI: Yes. 

23 THE COURT: l\nd you want to put before tl1e jury as evidence 

24 whatever you are about to read? 

25 MR. HUEGLT: Yes, I do. 

D 

THf. COURT: On what theory, on what theory of admissibility 

MR. HUEGLI: On the bCJ.si.s that this deposition may be 

used for .J.:'ly purpose at the time of this trial. T:1is deposi-

tion was taken by myself and Mr. Chamberlain at the time when 

he had an opportunity to cross-examine him. The only purpose 

I'm offering it is to show Mr. Boudreau' s statement as to how 

many rounds he shot through this rifle. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I believe the former testimony and 

the witness was available through the trial. 

10 MR. HUEGLT: It's not being offer:-ed to impeach. 

11 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I didn't say impeach, counsel. 

12 THE: COURT: You are ready to read? 

13 M.R. HUEGLI: Yes; sir. 

14 THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 

15 Q. (By Mr. Hucgli) Okay. Without assuming the nunber, 

16 I 1 d like you to assume that Mr. Boudreau had used the gun 

17 extensively from the time he purchased it up until October of 

18 1979; I'd like you to also assume that there is no evidence in 

19 this trial of any prior malfunctions by Mr. Boudreau when 

20 the safety was moved from safe to the fire position; I'd 

21 like you to also assume that he told us that the trigger ?Ull, 

22 specifically the number of pounds required to pull that trigger; 

23 remained unchanged, or, at least, got lighter with the passage 

24 of time fron the time that he bought U1e rifle until the time 

25 that Teri See was shot; 

10 

11 

12 
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I'd like you t.o also assume that on the last time 

the gun was used by Mr. Boudreau prior to October 27, its 

functions all worked properly, that is; the trigger return, 

the sufety worked, the gun could be cocked and loaded and fired; 

I'd like you to also assume that on the morning nf 

October 27, 1979, the trigqer, the bolt action and the safety 

functioned correctly without any pr'?blem at all; the gun was 

then loaded in the morning and cocked by Mr. Boudreau and 

he put the safety on for :·lis wife; 

From the earlt morning until 6:00 p.m. that night, 

there is not evidence that anybody put anything in the trigger 

mechanism, no one fired tae rifle, no one put any gunk in the 

13 rifle, no one unloaded the rifle, or in any way functioned 

14 the bolt trigger or safety of the rifle; 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

I'd like you to assume that the temperature, 

pursuant to the certified copy cf the weather report, ranged 

between 4 7 degrees for a low to a high of 6 0 in the afternoon, 

and accept the temperature of 49 degrees at 5:56 p.m.; 

I'd like you ':O assume it was intermittently i::-aining 

during the day, but that ::he gun spent the great_er majority of 

21 its time inside the vehicle, in the possession of Hr. Boudreau's 

22 wife; 

23 The gun was loaded and could be cocked, and, in fact 

24 was cocked when it was taken into the home; 

25 I'd like you to assume there is no evidence at all 
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'; 
in this trial that anyone or anytliii1g pulled th::! trigger of the Wne:-t I, as I clo$C the bolt, the firing pin 

gun from tbt-' ~-ime it was loaded in the morning through and forw.:i.r.d clowly, there is a r.am in there which lets the firing 

including the moment it was laid doVln on the couch -- excuse pin move forward slowly as the bolt is rotated down to that 

me, the chair in the Boudr:-eau home· position. 

Okay. Assuming those £acts to be true, do you have A follow-down i::esults in o round in the chamber, 

an opinion as to whether o::- not the safety on the rifle you but the gun is incapable of firing because it's not cocked. 

examined would have cJ.i~charged the rifle when it was simrly A follow-down, as I have just done there, the 

moved from the safe to the fire position without nnybody touchinc: sa[ety is disengaged, aml I can pull the trigger and nothing 

the trigger? happens, because the cartridge would not have fired. The 

ID A Yes, sir, I have an opinion. 10 reasoning from that, if there was not a follow-down, the 

II Q What is your opinion? 11 trigger was not stuck at th?.lt. time, and one of the further 

12 A It could not have discharged _upon disengageraent of 12 conditions wa£: that then=': is no evidence that the trigger was 

13 the safety, given those circumstances. 13 pulled between the time the gun was reloaded and the time the 

14 Q Upon what do you base that opinion; are there any 14 accident occurred. The trigger had to h"ave been supporting 

15 particular facts that you feel are very important? 15 the sear at the time the qun was loaded, else, there would have 

16 A Yes, sir, I think the key fact would be that when 16 been a follow-down and the trigger was not moved from that 

17 the gun was loaded in preparing for taking it on the hunt, 17 position, it would have supported the sear when the safety 

18 it evidently did remain cocked, since it was cocked at the time 18 was disengaged, and the gun would not have fired. 

19 of the accident. 19 Q What significance does the fact in this group of 

20 If the gun remained cocked, the trigger rnu::.L have 20 facts I have given you that Mr. Boudreau had never had this 

21 been in position beneath the sear to support the sear; other- 21 prolJlem in Lhe past, a.nd, further, had not noticed the trigger 

22 wise, the firing pin had -- or the cocking piece would have 22 pull had remained basically, what is the significance to those 

23 overridden the sear, and it would have resulted in what is 23 facts? 

24 commonly called a follow-down, or the gun would have failed 24 A Both of those thi~gs tend to indicate t:hat the 

25 to remain cocked when the bolt was closed, the trigger not in 25 sl lldge was not causing any impediment, any resistance to motion, 
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position. that the trigger must have been moving relatively freely., and 

Q Would you come down, and let's show the jury what the sear must liave Ut!t:m muv.i.119 relatively freely. 

a follow-down is. Follow-down is a term of art used in the The symptoms o( sludge in a trigger of that ki.nd, 

gun industry? that one would expect would be follow-downs. That kind of 

A Yes, commonly used in the gun industry. If I may malfunction that I demonstrated. And if the sludge were to 

keep it this way. Okay. hn~ld up su£ficiently to keep the trigger from rosetting, that 

Q Okay. is, returning to its normal forward position as it is intended 

8 A When I cocked the gun, nOrrnally I think I said to do, the same resistance that would cause it to remain in a 

9 before, you see the head of the firing pin p:i:-ot.ruding from the pulled position when the spring was trying to urge it back 

10 back end of the bolt, if I pull the tr~gger, now that is not 10 forward would also have increased the force necessary to pull 

11 a follow-down. I'm demonstrating 1 again 1 what happened to the 11 the trigger. 

12 firing pin. It moved forward, and now you see a hold where that 12 The kind of force which resists moving it 

13 thing protruding. 13 from the rear to the front after I have pulled it would also 

14 Q Now speaking of the morni!lg the gun was loadec 14 be exerted, and when it would also be apparent, when I tr led 

15 on October 27. I'd l 1ke to refer :}'OU to that time. Now, if 15 to pull it from the front to the firing position. 

16 the tr igge:r pulled and held 16 The sludge is not directional. It resists movement 

17 A If the trigger were stuck in the rear, for example, 17 forward and backward the same, so the trigger pull should have 

18 which deprives the sear of support, and I'm going to hold it 18 been increased if t.he movement of the trig,ger was impeded to 

19 back with my finger, simulating a stuck condition with the 19 that degree. 

20 trigger stuck to the rear, and I c:ose the bolt and turn it 20 Q Would the trigger pull increase with use or develop 

21 down, that thing does not protrude; it• s already disapp~ared 21 tht: passage of time? 

22 into its fired position. 22 A It would not have been instant use. If it we::-e 

23 And if I had had a cartridge in tt:e chamber, it woul{ 23 caused by accumulation of sludge of that kind. That's a ~ticky 

24 not have fired, because the firing pin just moves forward slowly 24 kirid of resistance. Viscous resistance i~ a term for it. 

25 u.s I close the bolt. 25 But it means that the stuff becomes sticky, t:1en, 
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it gets r.1ore sticky and stiff. trie resistance to move-

mcnt ':.ends to increase, and that is not a st:ddent transition 

buL gradual one. 

Q Okay, I'd also like you to a!';.sume another set of 

facts, Mr:. Ddvis. I'd like you to assume that after Mr. Baud-

reau fired this rifle in the house in hi_s own home, that 

the gun was then unloaded ilt sometime. It v;i~ never fired 

again; it was never cleaned. Those two facts. 

It was then handed at one time in the next month 

10 or set of months, or weeks, was then handed to his lawyer; 

11 it then went from his lawyer to another lawyer, Mr. Chamberlain; 

12 and then it was delivered to J;.. S. Mart.:_n; 

13 I'd like you to also assume that in the transition 

14 of delivering the gun to L. S. Martin that this gun that you 

15 examined sustained the vibrations which would be accepted 

16 and expected from normal use and handli~g. 

17 Now, assuming thnse facts, do you ha·Je an opinion 

18 as to whether or not the gun arrived in L. S. Martin's office, 

19 it was in substantially the identical condition it was 

20 October 27, 1979, when Teri See was shot? 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, T have an opinion. 

What is your opinion, Mr. Davis? 

My opinion is that whnt kind of sludge that I found 

24 in the trigger is not -- would not have been altered appreciably 

25 by thri.t passage of time. 

lO 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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Q f<;. that type of c:.ln<;ige that you saw the typF> that 

would drain out of a gun, or would it have to be washed out 

with a tngh grade of sol vent? 

A It was too sticky ":.O have drained out by itse] f, 

I should say. 

Q Okay. Did you notice when you examined Lhe gun 

that the material was draining or oozi!lg, or was it solid? 

A Well, it was not run~y, but neither was it solid. 

It was of the consistency of something like a light grease or 

a heavy oil which doesn't run as a liquid, but could not be 

considered to be a solid material, really, either. 

Q Okay. Mr. Davis, in al 1 of your years of experience 

with the military and NATO and the private industry that you 

have given expert opinions as a consultant, are vou familiar 

with the design of a bolt action rifle, specifically with 

relationship to a high-powered center fire bolt action rifle 

and whether or not there are any of those guns in the whole 

wide world that have an automatic safety, other than Mr. Martin•~ 

that he brought here today? 

A. With that exception, I do not know of any repeating 

rifle that has an autor.iatic safety. 

Q Can you tell the jury ln your expert opinion whut 

automatic safety would do to a hign-powered repeating rifle 

such as a Model 700, what eftect would it have on its quality 

or funcLion. 

10 

II 
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A Yes. Perhaps I should mcnti::rn first what I 

by automatic safety in this cont.ext. I mean .::i safety which 

renciers the gun incapable of firing after one shot has been 

discharged and the gun has beer, reloaded before the next shot 

be discharged. 

Q That is what Mr. Martin's does? 

A It does, and there are other definitions that might 

apply to an aulornatic safety, I think some testimony ye~terday 

was given on safeties on automatic p~stols, in the context which 

10 I applied to Mr. Martin's design, the engagement of an automatic 

11 safety between shots '"'ould seriously reduce the ability of the 

12 gun to be used for fir-ing rapidly. 

13 '.i'he whole purpose of havi:i.g a mag<izine containing 

14 additional cartridges in tht:! L:lidmber is that they can be fired 

15 rapidly after the one from the chamber has been fired, by 

16 manipulating the action, the next one can be fired in a fairly 

17 rapid succession, and that purpose is largely defeated by 

18 introducing another movement that has to be accomplished between 

19 the reloading of the_ gun and the firing of the subsequent rounds 

20 Q Mr. Martin has test:.f ied and I read into the record 

21 a tLdH~cript of his ,testimony from a previous trial, and I'd 

22 like to read that to you and ask you if you agree or disagree. 

23 

24 

25 

{Reading:) It is my opinion that all 

guna 3hould have what I ca~l an Fi!ltomatic 

safety, one that does not put the onus 

D 

on the user, one that is on automatic 

until he needs to fire, and then he has 

to disengage it, at which time it will 

return to the on position. 

Question: Okay, so ·your opinion is 

that o.11 guns should have an automatic 

safety. 

Answer: Yes, sir. 

Do you agree or disagree with that quotation in 

relationship, f~rst, -co bolt acti.on rifles, and then we'll 
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go on to some more? r •m talking about center-fired high·-powered 

12 bolt action rifles. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A With the exception of a si~gle shot, possible 

exception of single shot rifle~ I would disagree with the 

::statement. 

Q What effect would an automatic safety have on a 

semi-automatic . 22? 

A Well, it would n~gatr--. t_he advantage of serni-automatii 

mechanisms. Instead of pullirg the trigger to fire successive 

shots, you would have to pull the safety, pull the trigger 

again, disengage the safety, and pull the trigger aqain. It 

22 slows down the operation. 

23 

24 

Q Initially, when you examined the rifle on October 22 

1972 (sic), did it appear to you that this firearm, particularly 

the rriggPr mechanism and the safety mechanism, which the user 
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is going to have to decide, a factual que!stion on, did it appear 

to you as though it had been cleanet.1? 

A No, it did not appear to have been cleaned recently, 

certainly. 

Q And J want you to assume that nobody fired it from 

the time of Octobf"r 27 until you got it. 

Tt c'!.irl not appear to have been cleaned in that 

period. 

MR. HUEGLI: Thank.you, Mr. Davis, I have no further' 

10 questions -

11 

12 CROSS EXAMINATION 

13 BY MR. CHAMBJrnLAIN: 

14 Q o id I understand you to say that, Hr. Davis, that 

15 it was your opinion that the gun had been cleaned from the date· 

16 of Teri See's accident during the next three years until you 

17 examined it? 

18 A I think I said it had not been cleaned recently. 

19 It had r:ot been cleaned since the introduction of whatE!ver 

20 material caused the sludge that I observed in there. 

21 Q At least what you observed had not been cleaned 

22 out of it? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

That 1.s true -

You do not know if there was more sludge that had 

25 been cleaned out, such as inadequate c:caning, no way that you 
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know that, is there? 

A No. It 1 s possible that it vas inadequately cleaned. 

That's a possibility, yes. 

Q '!hat's something that happens with rifles from time 

to time, right? 

A Sir, I'm sorry? 

Q That is something that happens with rifles from 

time to time, inadequate cleaning? 

A Yes. 

10 Q Such as !3Uperficial wipe-down, or a gun use!- that 

11 is not perfect and doesn't wash and dry each part as suggested 

12 by Mr. Linde, that could happen, couldn't it? 

13 A Yes. 

14 MR. HUEGLI: As requested by Mr. Linde, I ::hink it's 

15 written in our owner's manual. I think that is an improper 

16 characterization as being Mr. Linde was reading from the book. 

17 THE COURT: I'll leave that argument. You can make that 

18 argument later on. 

19 For the record, your objection is ov;:,rruled. 

20 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Speaking of the book, at this time I 

21 would like to offer Exhibit 4, which was identified by 

22 Mr. Linde yesterday afternoon. 

23 MR. llUEGLI: Which book? 

24 MR. CHl\MBERLll.IN: Exhibit 4, Field Serv icti Manual. 

25 MR_ HUEGLI: I have no objection to Exhibit 4, Your Honor_ 
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THE COURT: Exhibit ls rece l ve~I. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: /\little housekeeping. 

Q (Ry Mr. Chamberlain) Now, r~.r. Dav 15, when you 

examined Exhibit 2 and wrote your .ceport, you made one error 

which was pointed out, and that was that you, in your report, 

indicated that Exhibit 2 was a 2 3 4 Winchester caliber, rather 

than a 6 mm.? 

A Yes, sir, I did point that out. 

Q l\nd you have been sitting here throughout the trial, 

10 including opening staements, have you not? 

11 A Yes, sir. 

12 Q So you heard me make a similar mistake in my opening 

13 statement, didn't you? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

Yes, sir, I did. 

And you heartl Mr. Heugli point out in his openi~g 

16 !':.tatement that I had made that mistake and pointed out if I 

17 had read on the barrel, the 6 m, I would have known it was in 

18 fact a 6 mm.? 

19 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. 

So we are even, huh? 

True. 

22 Q What is the connector engagement specification 

23 for the Remington Model 700? 

24 A I don't know. 

25 Q When you estimated the sear conn~ctor engagement on 
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thic riflo, yo11r r->stimate was ;ust that; it wasn't a measurement 

10 

11 

right? 

A That's true. I think I dcscr- ibed the basis 

I made that sort of judgment, based on prior experience in 

look..ing at the Remington and comparing it roughly to the 

thickness of a dime. 

which 

Q wouldn't surprise you that the specification for 

the sear engagement was fifteen to twenty thousandths, would 

it? 

A rt would not. 

Q And you found that this one had twenty to twenty-

12 five thousandths? 

13 A 

Q 

I estimated it twenty to twenty-five thousandths. 

And do you know what the specification is on the 

15 Remington model for the 700, for pounds of trigger pull? 

16 A ·I'm not sure. Now, I believe it's two-and-a-half 

17 to five, but I'm really not sure at that· 

18 Q And if you are correct that: the upper: limit, at 

19 least, is five pounds, your measurement of trigger pull on the 

20 Remington MoliPl 700 in October of '82 at four-and-a-half to 

21 four-and-five-eights pound is at the upper limit o[ that speci-

22 fication, true? 

23 A If the upper limi;:. is five, it's absolutely below 

24 the upper limit. 

25 Right, l..JUt close Lo it? 
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l\ Yes. 

Q Yot· measured it :;ive times, and you qot Lwo d.ifferen 

readings, two diffet'ent prnmd readings? 

A Yes, disagreement by an eighth of a pound. That's 

about the accuracy of a chatillon, c-h-a-t-i-1-1-o-n, really. 

Q Did you say you work.ed for Colt at one time? 

A Yes, sir, I did. 

8 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Could the witness be handed Exhibit 104, 

9 in that envelope, the srnall one (the bailiff provides the 

10 exhi b1 t to the witness) . 

11 Q (By Mr. Chamberlain) Would you take that out of the 

12 envelope and identify it !or the record, please. 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q What is that? 

15 A lt's instruction manual for the Colt Gold Cup 

16 National Match Mark IV, Series 70. 

17 Q Is tbat a Colt firearm? 

18 A Yes:, it's a Colt auto-loading pistol. 

19 Q And that's th~ product literature that they put in 

20 with their new guns when they sell them? 

21 A I assume that is so. It's what it appears to be. 

22 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: We would of fer Exhibit 104 -

23 MR. HUEGLI: I have a brief matter for the Court, Your 

24 Honor. I object, and I would like to make roy objection. 

25 TME COURT: All right, members of the jury, you can take 
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your recess now. 

{The following proceedings were had in open court 

outside the presence of the jury:) 

MR. HU EGLI: Exactly what I thought was <jOing to happen, 

we are going to have impeachment documents that are goi~g to 

be offe~ed as substantive eviden.ce to prove something and not 

to impeach the witness. 

8 There has been no attempt to impeach this witness 

in any particular fa sh.ion. 

10 He said, Is this a Colt instruction book. 

II It's a brand new book. I don't know how Colt 

12 instructs. I've never seen it befure. There is no evidence 

13 that this witness says something that denies something or 

14 admits something simply to shove into the jury's hands 

15 THE COURT: wait a minute. What is your objection? 

16 On what ground'? 

17 MR. HUEGLI: My objection is 1 there is no foundation 

18 laid. 

19 There is no impeached evidence here. This is not 

20 a documeht offered at pretrial. It's in a sealed envelope. 

21 No foundation laid for it. It· s irrelevant to this 

22 case, immateri;i.l, whether we did or did not in 1976 put an 

23 instruction manual in our box. 

Z4 Those are Lhree good ones that I can think of 

25 off the top of my head_ 
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MR. CHAMBERLAIN: What I would suggest, Your Honor, he's 

identj_fi.ed it fOL" '-he reccrd. I'll withdru.w my oftei:- at this 

time, and I'll re-offer it later on. 

To be frank with the court, I didn't intend to use 

the document w1th this witness. I intended to use it witll 

6 Mr. L1nde yesterday. I forgot to. I have some uses for 1t 

later on with another witness. 

8 THE COURT: All rigt1t. 104 is withdrawn. The offer of 

9 104 is withdrawn. 

10 MR. HUEGLI: Your Honor, I apologize to the Court for 

ll asking for matters with the Court, but I'm concerned that what 

12 I feared would happen that the witnesnea are going to be shown 

13 impeachment documents, alleging impeachment, and the purpose 

L4 is going to be how other owners' manuals are drafted, and, for 

15 instance, this particular book. 

16 'I'HR C'C'lURT: Nnw. wri · t _ There is no harm that has been 

L7 done. 

18 MR. HUEGLI: I did want to ap?logize to the Court. 

19 'I'HE COURT: Thrit 's all right. You have no apology to 

20 make. The Court has ruled in your favor. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MK. HUl'.:GLl: Thank you. 

THE COURT: If I have any criticism of you, 1'11 make it. 

MR. HUEGLI: Thank you. 

THE COURT: We can take our recess now. 

(Recess.) 
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('l'hf' fol lowing proceedings were had in open court 

in the presence of the j ur1·: l 

(By Mr. chamberlain) Mr. Davis, this isn't your 

first time testifying on behalf of the Remington Arns Company, 

is it? 

A No, sir, it's not tht:: {ir.st. 

Q 

l\ 

How many times have you testified for them in trials 

'l'rials in court, I only recall two, tho.i9h there 

10 

11 

12 

might hav~ been one or two ot.hers. 

Q 

A 

Where were the two trials that you testified in? 

one was in Florida, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, and 

concerning an ammunition malfunction· The other that I recall 

13 riyh.t now was in Georgia -

14 Q weeks (phonetic) v. Rerni~gton? 

15 A Yes, Weeks. 

16 0 Shotgun case? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q In addition to that, you have testified in deposi-

19 tions for them a number of times? 

?O A I don't really recall any occasion in which I have 

21 been deposed in a case for them. 

22 I have been consulted by them on oth"er occasions, 

23 but I do not recall any in which I gave a deposition or testifie 

24 in court. 

25 Q Aud you urc being pain. by them, right? 
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10 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

63 

Yes, s1_r. 

t1.11d you have been here what? since Sunday this week? 

Yes, sir. 

Are you paid on a daily basis or hourly, or what? 

Daily. 

What do you charge them? 

$200 a day. 

Plus your. expenses? 

Yes, sir. 

You talked about rebedding the stock of this gun 

11 or did I understand you correctly that all that has been done 

12 this gun, it's your statement that has nothing to do wilh 

13 the trigger assembly or any malfunctions on this gun? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

That is my opinion. 

so, it's somethi'.19 that you noted, because it was 

16 not as-manufactur:-ed feature, but something we shouldn't concern 

17 ourselves with when we are looking at this. gun? 

18 A I think that i.c extraneous to this safety-related 

19 matters entirely. 

20 Q Okay. And you mentioned the condition or the 

21 trigger guard screws. You said they had been marred by somebody 

22 using the wrong size screwdriver. You noted that again in 

23 October '82, right? 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

of 1982? 

A 

Q 

is it? 

A 

Q 

I'm sorry, I didn't hear all of that last_ question. 

Y~u noted that, you noted thc.t condition in October 

x 64 

Yes, I did. 

And, again, that is not safety-related in this case, 

It i~ not. 

And considering that this gun has been the subje-ct 

of a lawsuit for -- subject to claims since October of 1979, 

8 it's not surprisi~g to you that it would be taken apart a number 

9 of times and examined, is it? 

10 ]\ It is not surprisi"ng that it might be taken apart, 

11 though I would be surprised if the people who take it apart 

12 under those circumstances, such as Mr. Martin. My opinion is 

13 that would have been done by an in-ex:Pert. 

14 

15 

16 

Q 

A 

Q 

The factory sealant was intact on all screws? 

It appeared so, yes, sir. 

That means that tho:'le screws have not been adjusted 

17 since the gun left Remington's hands; is that right? 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

That' c what that would indicate. Yes, sir. 

r take it, then, that you would disagree with 

20 Remington 1 s contention in the pretrial order that the owner 

21 of that gun was negligent in improperly adjusting the Lrigger 

22 pull, contrary to the manufacturer's directions? 

23 MR. HUEGLI: Your Honor, we are withdr:-awing any contention 

24 of adjusting the trigger pull in this case. 

25 (By l-1.r. Chamberlain) Where j s the bolt stop on the 
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Model 700 in relat;.on t.o the trigger assr,:imbly? 

Well, it fits. Lhe outside, around the out.side 

of the triggPr assembly. 

The piece that releases the bolt slop is in the 

tr:-igger guard immediately ahead of the finger piece :in the 

tr-igger. 

Q Above the trigger assembly when the gun is in an 

upright position? 

A Well, if the gun wer:-e pointing muzzle up, it's in 

JO front of the trigger. 

11 Q I'm talking about the gun is horizontal, the bolt 

12 stop is above the trigger assembly; isn' L it? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Not enLirely. 

Partially? 

Yes. 

And it's in the bolt. stop that you observed the 

17 largest amount of what you called gunk? 

18 A Well, I don't know that it was the largest amount, 

19 but by the nature of the parts, it was the functioning of that 

20 part that was noticeably impair-ed by the_ gunk. I think it's 

21 

22 

susceptible from interference from gunk. 

Q And the effect of that gunk on that bolt stop was 

23 that it didn't move as fast as it otherwise would? 

24 II That's right. It moved under spring force, it 

25 moved slowly. 
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Q The gunk was, in effect, holding it back from moving 

quickly; is that a fair statement? 

A That's true, yes. 

Q Would you agree with me that a gun that is loaded 

and cocked and on safe and is carried around a good part of 

the day by a hunter, a gun that does not have a. gun strap on 

it, that the hunter has to hold ~t in his or her hands, that 

8 it's very foreseeable that at times during the day the hunter 

will inadvertently touch the tr~9ger or the trigger might 

10 contact the brush 

11 MR. HUEGLI: Objection. He's asking this witness to 

12 spectilate. 

THE COURT: It. s overruled. 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Q {By Mr. Chamberlain) Do you remember the question? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

I think I tlo remember the question. 

I consider that a reasonable possibility, yes, 

Wouldn't surprise you if that-_ happened, would it? 

No, it would not surprise me. 

You might not expect it every time, but it '·s the 

20 kind of thing tr.at happens to imnters; true? 

21 A Well, I think it's not a sur:-prising occurrence if 

22 that happened. 

23 Q It's even possible that that could happen and the 

24 gun handler would not even know it; isn't it? 

25 I suppose it·~ possible that it could thippen wilhout 
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the handler know1ng it. 

Q If the safety on, the qun wculdn' t d ischurgc, 

so there wouldn't be any loud bang? 

A 'frue. 

Q Right'? 

A Uh~huh. 

Q Now, you mentioned that iL was your opinion th"1t 

this gun did noL fire when the sufety was released on October 

27, 1979, and you stated that the k.ey fact based -- that you 

10 based your assumption or based your opinion on wc:s thut the 

11 gun didn't follow down; i:::i that who.L you were telling us? 

12 MR. HUEGLI: Objection. He didn't state that was the 

13 key fact at all. That is a misstalement of this witness' 

14 testimony. 

15 

16· 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: WeU, if that is s.o, I think 

'fHE COUl-tT: Just a moment .. It's a qucstio:-i to the witness. 

The witness can disagree wit.h it not. If I understand it 

correctly, ond it gives the witness a full opportunity to 

tell us what he said, and if it 1 s inu_ccurate, it's up to the 

witness. 

It's overruled. 

MR. HUEGLI: Very wel 1. 

THE COURT: Do you have the question in mind? 

24 MR. CliAMBERL!\IN: I think I could probah1~· restate it 

25 and do a little better job. 

6B 

THE COURT: All right. 

Q (By Mr. Cl1amberlain) Do you remember. '"1hen you were 

giving your opinion about the Model 700, Exhibit 2? 

A Yes, sir, I do remember. 

Q You remember that you stated this was the? key fact 

that you relied upon? 

A Well, I don't recall that tl-.at was my testimony 

8 verbatim, but it was one of ·the factors 1 one of the important 

factors in ardving at my judgnent was that the sun did not 

10 follow down when it was slowed, that is true. 

11 Q Pt..nd that assumption, or that opinion, then, assume!'; 

12 that the trigger wus already in the pull position before the 

13 user tried to loud it, doesn't it? In other words, the gun 

14 would follow down if that trigger is pulled? 

15 A Yes, it assumes that one of the conditions, as I 

16 recall, was that the gun had worked perfectly on its occasions 

17 of prior use, which I would interpret as meaning its firing, 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

and that would necessitat~ thi'it the trigger be pulled, and on 

that prior occasion, the trigger was apparently working correct! 

Q I want to make sure we under stand this. Do you have 

Exhibit 2 there? 

A It's here. 

Q What you are telling the jury is, if Mr. Boudreau 

24 went ta load the gun for his wife that day, the trigger was 

25 already stuck back, and when he closed it, the ;;;un, it would 

10 

11 

12 
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follow down? 

A Yes, if that were the case, it would hav12 followed 

down. 

Q Such that it won't fire even though it's in the 

fire position? 

A That's true. 

Q But, if when he loaded it, .:.t wasn't stuck, he 

then closed it, and he loaded it and it stuck, and he put it 

on fire, and then sometime during the day that trigger was 

inadvertently pulled, there would be no follow-down? 

A That 1 s true. 

Q And if it was inadvertently pul1ed, i:;tayed put from 

• 13 the on safe to the off safe, it would go off, right? 

14 A I understand your question to be with the 

15 condition which Mr. Huegli outlined, there was no evidence that 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

the trigger was pulled between the time the gun was loaded and 

the time that the accident occurred. That was one of 

Mr. Huegli 's propositions on .,,.hich I was to base the judgment, 

and you are now chan<;ing that, as I understand iL, to say that 

the trigger was supposed, hypothetical! y, thdt the trigger was 

21 pulled after the gun was .loaded and cocked and locked on safe, 

22 but prior to the time that the accident occurred? 

23 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Q 

Right. 

Okay, l understand you, cilld you are asking 

If it was then pulled by someone's finger, 

x 

hit by 
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brush because of some condition, and the trigger assembly stayed 

pulled, then when the safety was mqVcd tu t:.he fire position, 

the rifle would discha~ge? 

A If that w~r~ true, yes. The rifle would discharge. 

Ar:e you asking me, does that alter my conClusion? 

Q No, I'm trying to rnake a distinction belween whut 

I described at the follow-do-wn condition. 

A If some condit.i,on prevailed during the.day such as 

to wedge the trigger in or to stick the trigger in it!3 rearward 

10 position, after it had been pulled, subsequent to the time it 

11 was loaded, cocked, and locked, then whatever condition was 

12 introduced i11 the meantime caused t:he trigger to stick on that 

13 occasion but not on t'.l.e pr;vio'us .occasions, and it remained 

14 stuck, the answer to your question is affirmative, that it 

1~ would cau5e it to fire. 

Q Pine . Good. Thank you. 16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

You attnch some significancf'! in giving your opinion 

tl1ctL Lhis gun owner .had neve.r expe-riPncF!d an FSR, fire when safe 

released, problem with this ~un before; correct? 

A I think that it was not put exactly thal way. 

think that he had not complained of previous malfunctions which 

22 would include but_ not be limited to FSR. 

23 Q You would agree, wouldn't you, that if d gun is 

24 going to fice When tht>. safety is released, sooner or later it 

?5 ha.:: to happen for the first time? 
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A Well, t.hdt's '.:rue, but it.'s not -- it doc3 not 

follow 1.1y train of thought from the preceding question. He 

said no malfunctions, which I interpreted to mean no follow-down~ 

4 Q I want to talk about fire when safe is r:-eleased. If 

a gun is going to do it, it has to happen the first time? 

6 A And I would expect that to be preceded by some other 

malfunctions that ao not have· hazar~ condtl.ons such as follow-

8 downs. 

9 Q In your opinion, would a gun owner by likely to 

10 perceive a half-pound gradual change in the tr~9"ger pull on n1s 

11 rifle? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I couldn't speak for Mr. Boudi:eau. 

Do you know what <lried gun oil is? 

Do I know what dried gun --

Dried_ gun oil, gun oil that has dried. 

Yes, it'f::. 

I'm not quite sure l understand the question. Do 

18 l, do I know what causes. gun oil to dry? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Y~u would agree it does dry? 

Say that ~gain. 

Would you agree that it does dry? 

Well, some gun oils do, and some do not. 

Okay. And some of the. substances in some oil~ can 

24 evaporate out over time, right? 

25 

6 

8 

9 

MR. HUEGLI: Objection --
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THE WITNESS: Well 

MR. HUEGLI: -"7 we are talk.ing about this gun and this 

lawsuit, and he's asking the witness to speculate on any one of 

a broad spectrum of chemicals that could or could not do some

thi~g under any number of circumstances. 

THE COURT: It. s overruled. 

THE WITNESS; Well, I could not characterize the action 

-that takes place on gun oils when they deteriorate to be 

evaporation. It's an oxidation process, but the consistency 

10 of them changes with the pa.ssage of time and con.<;cquences of 

11 oxidation. 

12 

13 

14 

Q Okay.. One of your jobS that you listed for us 

firearm t~es.ti~g; is that right? 

A One of my jobs has ~ncluded firearms testing, is 

15 that your question? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Q 

A 

Q 

JI 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

Are you having trouble hearing me? 

I do, yes. 

Okay, I' 11 speak into the microphone. 

21 And one of the functions of testing a firearm is 

22 to determine whether or not they work properly, work as they 

23 are designed? 

24 A Yes. sir. 

25 Q Whether or not that's feasible? 

x 

,, Yes. 

Q Practlcal evont to LJ<;e that sort of thing? 

Yes. 

Q You are farni liar with the -- seen the automatic 

safety design that Mr_ Martin installed on his Model 700? 

A Yes, sir, I did. 

0 And you expressed some opinions about that safety 

mechanism, didn't you? 

A Yes, I think I expressed an opinion about the 

10 automatic safety categorically as distinguished from that one 

11 in particular. 

12 Q I/au have never te5ted his safety mechanism, have 

13 you? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Only fairly superficially in your office, yes_ 

Q As a product tester, you would agree, wouldn't 

you, that superficial testing is not a very thorough and 

scientific matter in whic..:h. lo reach a conclusion about the 

18 fe.:isibility of a product? 

19 

20 

A Some superfici?l testing can detect an unsatistactor 

21 

22 

condition, but to confirm that the product is without any 

un::.atisfactory conditions require-s much more sensitive testing. 

Some superficial test is only conclusive when the 

23 result is negative. 

24 

25 

Q Was the 

You mentioned the Model 700 W'1S used as a sniper 
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rifle in Viet Nam; was that rifle tested an_d approved for use 

by troops in the UOl.tecJ Slates Army? 

A 

Q 

I dun~ t have special :.cnowlei;lge of tests, but by -

I'm not asking about tests, I'm asking if it -was 

approved, tested and approved for use by troops in the United 

SLa.Le5 Army. 

A From my knowledge of the fact that all weapons used 

10 

11 

12 

are required to have safety certification, I must assume that 

since this 

Q I don 1 t want you to assume anythi~g 

MR. HUEGLI: Objection, Your honor. 

Q {By r1r. chamberlain) -- I want you' to tell me, do 

13 you know if it's approved or not, a 9imple yes no quest ion. 

14 MR. HUEGLI; Your Ilonor, he's entitled to answer the 

15 quesLion dS he sees fit. Mr. Chamberlain is arguing with him, 

16 because he knows that he's going to. give .. -

17 MR. CHA..ri.\.BERLAIN: I would like an answer before I get 

18 an expJanation, is the point, Yo_ur Honor_ 

19 THE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

20 Q (By Mr. Chamberlain) Now, yes or no, Mr. Davis, 

21 was the p,odel 700 rifle, to your knowledge, tested and approved 

22 for use by troops by the U.S. Army? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Okay. 

c .... n debris in the Mode] 700 rifle trigger assembly. 
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17 

' talking abouL debris now, nibstantially change the pounds of 
rne<..:l1an.i5m, or- i:-emovcd the debrif; or removed substances from th~ 

Lri gger pull? 
tr.1.-yger meci1nn i.sm, that you very well coulci get different l:est 

MR. HU EGLI: Your Honor, l hate to continually object, 
results three years after this ar.cident than you might have had 

but we are. asking this witness to speculate on absolutely un-
if you had tested tlLe gun one day after the accident? 

realistic qu@stions that have no foundation. 
A If debris were added or subtracted, or fouling were 

I don't know if the debris is cotton balls, steel, 
added suJ::,tracted in the meantime, yes, it 1 s possible. 

honey, jello, rraple syrup. 
Q Would you agree with me that a gun that fires when 

8 The question is without condition or foundation, 
th~ safely is released is da~gerous? 

asking this witness to speculate on facts that aren't 1n evidenc 

10 THE COURT: The witness always has the option to know 
A Yes, sir, a gun which fires when the safety is 

lO released is dangerous. 
11 if that is the fuct, and it's up to the witness to tell whether 

11 Q Incidentally, isn 1 t the gun industry a self~regulate 

12 not he can answer the question. 
12 industry? 

13 It's overruled. 
13 A Yes, largely. 

14 Q (By Mr. Chamberlain) Do you remember the question, 
14 You mean self-,-regula.tcd, you mean it is not i;ubject 

15 Mr. Davis? 
15 to any national proof law or something of that nature; is that 

16 A No. Read it again. 
16 the substance of your question? 

17 (The court reporter reads the que:otion as requested_ 
17 Q Righl. The sort of thing that car manufacturers 

IS THE WITNESS: Without further characteri2ation of the 
18 ate subject to, it doesn't have that kind of federal r~gulntion, 

19 debris, I could not dnswer your que~tion as to whet.her it would 
19 does it? 

20 or would not. 
20 A I don't know ':he r~yulations to which. the car 

21 You don't know? 
21 manufacturer is subjected. I ~rn sorry. 

22 A In terms of youc question, it is unanswecable, so 
22 Q You read Lhe ?aper, you have seen there. are seat 

23 I don't know. 
23 belt laws and safety standards, and all sorts of things that 

24 Q Your test of the Remington Model 700, Exhibit 2 in 

25 this Cilse, was conducted almost three yeacs to the day after 
24 the fedeLal government is always imposi~g on car manufacturers; 

25 nothing like that fo!- gun manufacturers? 
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the day of this accident; r~ght? 
No. government regulations, so far as T know, i:nposc<l 

A So I understand, at.:l;ULding to the t~stirnony I have 
on sporting arms manufacturer~. 

heard. 
Q In decades there haven't been any improvements in 

Q And you have been asked to assume various facts 
the mechanical safeties used on firearms? 

about where that rifle had been and whci.t handling it had been 
A Well, --

subjected to an:i whether or not it's been cleaned, and if so, 
Q Just an:o>wCL that yes or no. Do you ~gree or dis,,. 

how well, but you do not know what conditions that rifle has 
agree? 

seen in the three years between the accident and your testi~g, 
A I disagree. 

do you? 
Q All right. Let's talk. about the Model 700 _ It 1 s 

10 A No, I do not. 
10 manufactured since 1951, and they have i:iot improved the design 

11 Q You don't know row many times the action has been 
11 of that, changed the des~gn of that safety mechanism since then, 

12 functioned? 
12 have they? 

13 A I Co not. 
13 A Well. I'm not altogether familiar with the product 

14 Q No doubt, it's many, many times; wouldn't you 
14 histor;-y s·ince '71, but I think there have been .,...- I don'·t recall 

15 expect? 
15 any substantial cha~ges in the safety system on the 700_ 

16 A I 'n sure it has on a number of times. 
16 Q And in fact, the safety beii:ig incorporated when 

17 Q You don't know what temperatures it has been 
17 they first started m<?-king the Model 7QO is the one that had 

18 subjected to in Lhat three- year time period? 
18 been around for decades before tba.t, isn't it? 

19 A No, I do not. 
19 A No. 

20 Q YO'.l don't know what humidity it's been subjected 
20 Q Didn't you hear that testimony yesterday? 

21 to in that tnr:e-year time pei:- iod? 
21 A No, I did noL. At least, if I did, I do not recall_ 

22 A No, I do not. 
22 Q You do not think that same type of safety has heen 

23 Q And you would agree with me, wouldn't you, if in 
23 around for decades and decades; you disagree with that? 

24 fac:t that rifle has undergone some cleaning some changing 
24 A I would disagree with that. By r;ome time, I assume 

25 that either added debris or adcled substance tG the trigger 
25 you similar mechanism? 
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II 

12 

13 

14 

x 79 

" Q Same concept, same way of putting the gun in the 

safe position is what I'm Lalking about, two position safety. 

A Before I can dnswer your question, I have to get a 

better definition of same time. 

Q Twc-posi t.ion lever safety. 

A Oh, two-position lever safety which may be vastly 

different from une specimen to another - 'l'Wo-position lever 

safeties have existed for a very long time. 

Safeties that are similar mechanically to the one 

10 used on the Model 700 did you exist prior to tne time that it 

11 was used on the Model 700, so far as I know. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Tho resemblance to other two-position safeties is 

only superficial. 

Q okay. A_ good deal of your experience with firearms 

has been de:rived through your experience working either in the 

Army or for the Army; is that right? For the military? 

A Up until the last ten years, the preponder.nnce of 

lS it was mili Lary. That 1 s r ~gh.t. And the last ten years, the 

19 preponderance of it has been non-military. 

20 

21 

Q 

weapons. 

All right. I want to talk to yuu .;i.bout some mili::ar 

I want to s.tart with the Army Colt . 45 pistol, the 

22 1911-

23 A 

24 Incidentally, although that has been cal 1ed a Colt 

25 pistol, that has been manufactured by Remington Arms occasional! 
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has it not? 

A I believe that Remi~1gton might have m.:i.cle a few of 

those arms in t'.le Wor: ld War I period. Not recently. 

Q And that rifle --- excuse me, that gun is still 

manufactured an::l sold today'? 

Yes, it 1 s manufactured by Colt, or, at least, 

basically similar gun, for the civilian market, yes. 

guns 

Q Md would you ~ree, it's one of the most popular 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

been marketed? 

Yes, I think that is a fair statement. 

It has a manual safety·! 

Yes, it does, 

Which locks the trigger and the sear? 

Let's see. The manual safety·, I'm not really 

15 sure which clement is blocked right now by wh1ch of the 

16 safeties. Between the grip safety and the manual safety, they 

17 block the, both the trigger and the sear, but 1 don't rememl>er 

18 which performs which function, off the top of my head. 

19 Q Now, in addition to the manual safety, the qrip 

20 safety is a second safety device on that gun that the operator 

21 

22 

ha::; to squeeze so he can fire that gun? 

A That's true, yes. 

23 Q And if he docs not squeeze it, he can't fire the 

24 gun? 

2S A That's right. 

x Bl 

Q If he doesn't 11ave his hand on the handle ot the 

gun, it's automatically on safe? 

A That's true, providing it's functioning normall~'. 

9 

10 

Q Absolutely, 

Another military weapon, and we have one in tlie 

room here, is the Springfield .OJ; isn't it? 

A Yes, it's a past military weapon. 

Q And right now in current production? 

A True, 

Q And that's been manufactured by Remington Arms, 

11 among other companies? 

Yes, it has. 

Q And that has a three-position safety? 

A Yes. 

12 

13 

14 

15 Q And one of those three positions allows the operator 

16 to unload tha.t_ gun with the safety in the on safe positioni 

17 such that an inadvertent touching of tile trigger would not 

18 cause the gun to discharge? 

19 A Yes, that's one of the functions of the third 

20 position. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q And, again, at least through World War II, tr.at 

one of the rnor;t common military rifles, wasn't it? 

A 

Q 

The . 03? 

Right. 

Yes, I think that the total number of _ 03 's was 
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exceeded by the number of Infields in that period_ But 

probably the second most common in the United States service. 

Q Then I want to talk about one more series of 

guns. The Ml automatic. Arc you fami.liar with that? 

A 

Q 

Auto-load. simply automatic. 

Used during World War II? 

A Yes, I'm familiar with that, 

Q And that has a safety on it which locks the trigger 

and hammer? 

10 A It locks the hammer and the sear~ Any my rec0 1.,.. 

11 lection is that it is not a trigger block. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

We disagre~ on that? 

I 'm not pos.i t- ve about that~ 

All r~ght. 

I think I testified to that effect once before, 

16 and I'm not sur-e whether that -- I'm not sure whether that 

l7 is correct or not, whether it locks the trigger. It does 

18 positively lock the hanune.:'. It lock.c:; the sear, I believe, 

19 also. 

Q In addition to the Ml, there is a more recent 

military rifle called the Ml4? 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And although ·Ne disa0rP:e on what kind of safety 

?O 

21 

22 

23 

24 the Nl has, the Ml4 has basically the same safety, does it not? 

25 A I must say, I'm not necessarily disagreeing with you, 
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... 
;•say I'm not sure whet-_her it blocks the trlt;ger or not. And 

the Ml4 is substantially the same mechanism as the :-11. 

Q Then, there is a third M riEle, called Ml6, which, 

again, has a tr-igger or saEeLy that locks the sear ana the 

A I believe that is right. 

Q On the Ml 1 Ml4, and Nl6, all of those rifles which 

commonly used in the military, or have been used in the 

military, on all three, you can unload thosP rifles With the 

JO safety in the on safe position, can~ t you? 

II A Yes. 

12 0 You heard L. S. Martin testify two days ago and 

13 then yesterday morning? 

14 A Yes, I did. 

15 Q Do y0 u remember he testified about his examination 

16 of the Exhibit 2 and his measurement of the trigger pull? 

17 A Ye5. 

18 Q Do you recall that he testified that ·trigger pull 

19 five-and-a..,-half pounds on Exhibit 2? 

20 A Yes, I do remember that. 

21 Q That was about right around one pound more th.an 

22 your measurement, right? 

23 A Yes, that's ri9ht. 

24 Q Of course, there was about a year difference between 

25 the ti 11 e Lhat you measured the trigger pull in October of '32 
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and the time that Mr. Martin did in December of !81, right? 

Ten, eleven months? 

A Well, I won't argue al.Juul Lhe Lime lapbt::::, though, 

the relationship of t:1aL to the previous question, I don't 

nccessar ily agree wi t'."'l.. The disparity between the measurements, 

6 I would think, is not likely to be due to the pa$sage of time. 

Q I 'rn just aski~g, there was about a year's difference 

a between the two dates? 

9 A The difference between those two dates is about a 

10 year, I .:i.grec to that. 

II Q And when you did your measurements, we have your 

12 report here, maybe the answer "is in it, did you test the 

13 trigger pull first, or did. you function the rifle and have 

14 it in the deep freeze and that sort of thing first? 

15 A The functional tests were mostly done before the 

16 trigger was pulled. 

17 The environmental functioni~g· tests, cold box tests 

18 were do:ie before the trigger pull was measured~ So wa~ the 

l9 37 degree exposure outdoors than before th.e pull was measured. 

20 MR. CHAMBERLAII\; Thank you, Mr. Davis. No further 

21 question.s. 

22 

23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

24 BY MR. HUEGLI: 

25 Q Mc-. Davis, do different people mcasur0 trigger pulls 

Reu 

in different fashions? 

Q Okay. 

A '",'he results of t-1igger pull tes:.s do differ, 

depending upon the method. 

Q Mr. chamberlain asked you to modify 

that r gave you by changing one factor. 

8 I'd like you to "assume that Stat:" Boudreaur 

9 see, Dar re 1 sec, or Mr. Boudrc::a11, ~omebody, or a tree,, or 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

something inside the car pulled the trigger on the su\ecL 

rifle on this day. He changed that one fact. \ 

Do you have n.n opinion as to ~h;;:.thE>r or nor th::it: 

rifle would have discha~ged in the Boudreau home that day 

without Mr. Boudreau having pulled the tri~ger himself? 

A Yes, I have. 

Q what is your opinion? 

A My opinion i.s the same, that it would not have 

18 discharged under those same conditions. 

19 Q Upon what do you ba::;e that opinion? 

20 A upon the vei:y remote likelihood t~at either the 

21 amount or cha).·acter of the gunk would have chfl.~ged du:i:-i~g the 

22 Ucty • 

23 

24 

25 

Ass1ming that no more gunk was injected during the 

day and that th:;~ environmentc..l conditiuns to which it was 

exposed would not have caused a drastic change in the stickiness 
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or character of the gunk, then, if the tr~gger were free on th~ 

last occasion of use, I would not expect it to have jammed in 

a pu~led position between the loadi~g of th~ yun i.n the morni~g 

and the accidental discharge in the eveni:ig. 

Q Okay. You were also asked this question·. Doesn '·t 

a gun, if it's. g_oing to. go off on. safe, has to. go off the 

first time. 

Well, if it's_goi~g to go, it's got to go the first 

time, we 111 agree that has to precede that~ Is this something 

10. that all of a sudden magically happens, or. are there things 

11 that lead up to it as a matter of mechani.cs? 

12 A The reasonable as::;umption that. gunk is the cause 

13 of the malfum;tiun, I would expect the jn.mmi"!'lg of the tr~gger 

14 to the rear, which would· be neces.sary to cause the accidental 

15 disCha~ge upon release of safety. I would expect that to ·be 

1.6 preceded by other malfunctions, principally follow .. downs. 

17 I would expect that the user would complain that 

18 when he loaded the gun and chambered a round and turned the 

19 bolt handle down, that the gun did not stay cocked as it was 

20 s:upposed to haV•? Cione, and I would expect that to dcve lop 

21 earlier in the deterioration, in the pattern of deterioration, 

22 than jamming of the trigger in pulled position. 

23 Q okay. Do ynu have an opinion. and we have talked 

24 about the increase in pull of the trigger with the passage 

25 of time and the accumulatio:1 of what we called gunk, and you hav 
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stated that one-and-a-half pounds is not a measure of increase. 

decrease one v.uy or the other in a trigger pull situation; 

if lhe trigger ir a rifle went from, say, four-and-a-half 

4 pounds to seven-cmd-a-half pounds, would that be a per:-ceptible 

increase that almost unyonc could feel with their finger? 

A Well, I think that should be pretty readily notice-

able, four-and-a-half to seven-and-a-half, a cha~ge Of that 

8 magnii:.ude_ I'm sure I could tell that difference, ancJ. I think 

9 a user who shot many rounds in target practice would perceive 

10 that ::::hange, yes, 

II Q Okay. Now, you were then asked to assume questions 

12 about these Army rifles, 

13 'fhe first question I want to ask you, would the 

14 Ml and 1116 1 or Ml4, be functional at all i.f Mr. Martin's auto.-

15 matic safety was installed on t.hem, or any 'automatic safety 

16 was installed on Lhem? 

17 A Well, th~y woulcl not function in their intended 

18 manner. 

19 Q Which is simply automatic repeater? 

20 A It would require another movement i.n the cycle 

21 of operation. 

22 Q Okay. Are Ml's, Ml4's, and Nl6's hammer system rifles? 

23 A They are all hammer system rifles, differing from 

24 the bolt actions that we ha'.re discussed. 

25 So you have talked about the sear block. and trigger 
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in those rifles. 

Are the guts of those rifles a different design 

entirely from a bolt action rifle? 

A They are different entirely. 

Implementation of the safety system on a hammer.,.. 

fired_ gun is entirely different mechanical problem than a bolt 

actior r:afety system. 

Q Now, the Army Colt .45 1 is that a pistol? 

A Yes, it is. 

10 Q Is that the one :.hat we sho'1' that i.s a black pistol 

11 that looks like, you know, we talk about a ~45, it's not the 

12 old Western Rifle, is it? 

13 A Not, obviously, cowboy rifle. It 1 s an automatic, 

14 called· automatic pistol. Strictly ::;peaking, it• s an auto load 

15 pistol, military. 

16 Q When you pull the tri~ger, if you pull the trigger 

17 one, two, three, four, five times, it shoots that many times 

18 in a row? 

19 A Yes, up to e? ght times. 

20 Q What would the effect of the automatic safety have 

21 on that firearm? 

22 A As a personal defense weapon! it would certainly 

23 decrease its usefulness, very seriously. 

Z4 MR. HUEGLI: Thank you. 'l'hat~s all wt:: hc1.ve, Mr .. Davis. 

25 Thanl<. you very much. 

10 
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IU::CROSS EXAf1INATION 

BY MR. CHN-1BERLAIN: 

Q Two areas, Mr. Davis. First, you testified if gunk 

was the cause of FSR malfunctions, that you would expect complain _s 

of follow-down to precede that FSR malfunction; right? 

h Yes. 

Q nave you reviewed tt:e gun! the 49 gun examination 

reports produced by Remington, provided to us in this case? 

h No, 1 have not. 

10 Q You have not? 

II A Have not. 

12 Q so you don't know: whether or not: tho!'>e complaints 

13 also contained 49 complaints of follow-down? 

14 A I have no information whatsoever on that. 

15 Q Okay. And the last ques.tion, Mr. Davis t is· this. 

16 I want you to assume that on the date of this accident 

17 Steven Boudreau wolked into his house and put the. gun down~ 

16 upside down, on the chair, he testified; and that he realized 

19 there was. a bullet in the chamber, and he took it, had his 

20 left hand on the stock and put his right hand on the bolt 

21 in an attempt to move the bolt, to unload the gun; couldn't 

22 do so, because the bolt was locked closed. 

23 And then assume that he used his thumb and pushed 

24 the safety from on safe to fire; then I want you to .assume 

25 what you told us you believe, t:.hat he was, that he pulled the 
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trigger. 

Now, you don• t contend that he did it on purpose / 

do you? 

No. 

MR. HUEGLI: Objection. That is argument~ This man 

didn • L shoot this. wqman on purpose -~ 

MR_ CHAMBERLAIN: I want to make sure ~':""" 

MR. HUEGLI: -- it's irrelevant. 

'£HE COURT: What do you claim here? 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I just want to make sure he_ testified 

11 that 

12 THE COURT: Yes? 

13 MR. CHAMBERLAii~: he testified that, in your. opinion --

14 I should stand up 

15 THE COURT: I'll hear you· in support of your question. 

16 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I want him to assume facts, One that 

17 1 vant him to assume. is that Steve Boudreau unintentionally, 

18 carelessly. had his finger on the trigger at the time that 

19 the gun went off. 

20 THE COURT: But the objection is to your question in which 

21 you asked this witne:;;s whether or not he contends tlMt Steve 

22 Boudreau fired t:.he gun intentionally. 

23 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I was clarifying that I want to make 

24 sure that weapon, he tt:!::>Lified th.at it wai;: inadvert-P:nt or a 

25 careless act on Mr. Doudreau's part and not anything else. 
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THE COURT: All rjyhL. 

MR. CHl\MIJC.:RLAIN: Which I believe is his testimony. 

THE COUHT: The objection is sustained. 

Q (By Mr. Chambeclain) Assume Mr. Boudreau brought 

the gun in, had it upside down, loaded, cocked, safety on, 

lef:_ hand on Ll-c forward stock, right hand on the bolt; his 

intent 1..ias to unload ti-ic gun; he tried to move the bolt! and 

it would not 1 because the bolt was locked. 

Assume then that he used his thumb and pushed the 

10 safety from on safe to fire, and in so doing, ne unintentionally 

11 also had one or more of his fingers on the tr~gger. All right. 

12 I.sn 't it a fact. Mr. Davis, that if the Remington 

13 Model 7DO that Mr. Boudreau was handling that day did not have 

14 a bolt lock, he never wouLd have had to "touch. the tr~gger; when 

15 he grip?ed thut bolt and tried to open it, it would have opened? 

16 A He wouldn't have had to touch the tr~gger in this 

17 case 

18 MR. HUEGLI: The fact assumes that yoll have to pull the 

19 trigger to unload this rifle. He said, isn't it a fact that 

20 if he didn't have to touch th.e tr~9ger to .,..,... 

21 MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I misspok.e mysel~. I meant the safety 

22 lever. 

23 MR. HUEGLI: Okay. 

24 Q (3y Mr. Chamber li;i.in) Isn 1 t i.t a fact that if it 

25 didn't have the bolt lock, when he grabbed that bolt, he could 
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have opened it and disarmed that gun, tak.en the bullet out of 

the chamber; he never would have had to tuuch lhdL safe Ly Lo 

attempt to unload the gun? 

A If it had not had a bolt lock! he "lofOuld not have 

had to touch the safety in order to lift the bolt, that's true. 

Q And he could have unloaded the gun in an on safe 

position? 

A I-le could have, provided he Wa$ operating the_ gun 

in the intended manner. 

JO Q And if the gun is on safe, it does'l. 't matter how 

11 careless he is with his fi:iger in the tr~9ger, the gun is not 

12 going to go of'.: if the gun is in on safe? 

13 A !=;;:iy that again. 

14 Q If the gun is on safe, it does not matter where his 

15 fingers are in relation Lo that tri.gger, because the_ gun is 

16 not going to g'.'.> off? 

17 A That's true. 

18 HR. CHAMBERLAIN: Okay. Thank you. No further ques t:.ions . 

19 

20 r'URTi-IER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

21 BY MR. HUE:GLI: 

22 Q Mr. Dav is, if M:-. Boudceau, the owner of the 

23 gun, who has testified in lhis case, never uses the safety 

24 anyhow, walked ln the house, laid Lhe gun upsLdc down and that 

25 his habiL prevailed of not ucing the safety, and he pulled the 
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trigger, and the gun was loaded, it would go Off? 

MR. CllAMBERLAlN: I'll object. No foundat10n for that 

question. All of the testimony is that the safety was on 

immediately prior to the accident. 

MR. HUEGLI: I think the JUry is entitled Lo determine 

whether it was or not. It's a question of fac::. 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 

MR. HUEGLI: Very we 11. 

9 THE COURT; I don't have any quarrel with your question 

10 really, except th.at it contains an element of argument. You 

11 are incorporating an element of argument. 

12 If you want to ask whether or not the gun would 

13 go off if the safety wasn'.t in place, you can ask that question, 

14 and I think he can answer that, but your question has an element, 

15 of argut:lent. 

16 MR. llUE:GLI: I under:-stand, Ju~qe Leavy, and I withdraw 

17 the question. 

18 0i'HE COURT; All r~ght. 

19 MR. IJUEGLI: That's all I have. 

20 MR. CHMlBERLAIN: No further questions. 

21 THE COURT: All righ.t, sir, that's all. 

22 {'l'he testirnony of Mr. Davi.s· is herewith concluded .. ) 

23 

24 

25 
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